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Sh d 'o o sur oeeos,, se,c,AL S,A, S 
e l fo rd  .. rids northern development prospects 
• i i ~i, i: SPECIAL TO THE HEROD whole provincein mothballs ff given He also accused Berger of doing "a Canada will now ask for special rights centre fo~ transportation s'tudies, and exmungrnaas, rail lines and airports in 
ABOARD. THE > PRINCESS 'haft a chance," but would not identify great disservice to Canadian unity by equal to those suggested by Justiee by Dr.  Peter Pearse, of UBC's the south are approved, 
PATRICIA-- Two Social Credit MLAs the grouvs he w)m referring to, , recommending special rights to Berger," Shelford said. "We'll have economic department. ,'The emphasis on northern 
have/ reacted  angrily to gloomy CyrilShelford (Skeena) said that Mr, aboriginalpeople." another Northernlreland." ! Waters told delegates that major development Sas followed the line that 
• ~pr0sl)ects of development of British Justice Thomas Burger is one who is Bergor's report to the  federal Shelford also predicted that few developments in Canada's north are once the East-West links are in place 
, ~,oli.mbia:s north. " ,,imttiugblo~kades.in-.~ewa~..M.~p~, pl e s t ry  of lndian affairs and northern major industries will show in.terest in : .~y .~ nnd.er~.o ~ iug .serut lny  and efficient, .the North-South links. 
: i JackKemp (Omineca) told delegates who, are t~yingto do:aomemmg;,'i :"development, the results of a 21-month the north until Indian land clauns are. : IMm'e~any oeem|ona rema(le, would then be built," Waters u ld .  
tO the "North. Central Municipal Shellord sald Burger was eom- inquiry, said native people of northern settled. , . . . .  . • Potential disruption to northern ' The Eant-West infrastructure is 
>,A~sjclation convunttonnot, tolisten to  oletely out of his Wee" in cslllug earller Canada have a right to their own The two MLAs seemed more upse_t, eommnnities will asume greater ira- coming under strain and it /s no louger 
! 'the doom and gloomers, Ibis week for a 10.year delay ~ con- government and education and are  however, about speeches made portance, he, said, and the federal a foregone concJusion that the 
• , i 'He also urged delegates to ignore struction of the Mackenzie va.uey entitled to controi their own econom X. Wednesday by Dr. Bill Waters, govern.men.t might a l~..wish ~-pes!- government will begin opening the 
' , "minority groups which would put this plpeline. - , , ,  . . "Every single minority group m chairman of the University of B.C,s pone aeveaopmen~.ot me norm tmn, north becanse "the money may almply 
- . . . .  _ not .be. there." 
. . . . .  By ANDREW PETTER 
i S, IIWho d iscovered the 
• ,~~Strait of~. :Georgia off 
: B r i t i sh  Co lumbia 's  
" ~thern  coast?. 
": "Be ing  an all-Canadian 
./. ~ ,school boy a t  heart and 
i::,::{./haVingbeen reared on 
i,.i..~ithe .Soe'ial. Studies 11 
!.i~:(bxthookl I had always 
• assumed that the first 
~ : i: white man .in the area 
~, . i~ :~ :iCaptain '~ Cook or 
• :~?.:C~or~e Vancouver  or  
" ' '" " '" . . . . .  : ' "N ' (  "9  ' '~ "*'' : " "  " . . . . . .  ' " " ; "  ~ ' " ~ ~"  , 
>RADIO & TV 3), 2 e r 
i:~, L~Wer City Centre Mo l l ,  Servin{f Terrace, Ki|imat, the Hazeltons, Stewart andthe. Nass . 3,, C ltYKITIM&T'Csntr. 
, r .  . '"DEAL WITH THE FRIENDLY "FO. t .K"~ •632.2024 #RIDAY,  MAY 13, 1977 ° =I=RRACE, B.C. . 
Ph arma exp n"d ,/ Orisins care  a ed 
• ,then; when l.ple.~e~ up a 
."..copy of Cai~tain John T. 
,Wa lbrans 's  Br i t i sh  
Collambla Coast (first 
.. : : .~bUshed in 1909) and 
d isc0vered  that  some. 
• 'i'Greek by~/the name :'of 
A l~to los  Valerianos had 
" • located the strait in 1592, 
, a century .and a half 
D~." befm, e . .Cook . or  Van- 
.~! :  ~,~ording to Walbran, 
~!.':~':i~ostolos .known to hi~ 
" " ":~.~ends, by the nickname 
Juan  :. de Fuca  (the 
meaning of which 
Canad ian  press  
.regulations fo rb idme to 
.~!dicloseY "was  • un- 
• :. ~ doubtedly,the discoverer 
!. ~ofi~the strait which bears 
: ::~:~:5;~iname/, . 
,, .~ * ,~.'~71 '/  'c, !, De ~Fuea found many: 
' " : " i s l~ds" in  this .inland 
navigation, and also a 
.i, .broad sea, much broader 




By ANDREW PETTER : Such a study ,'has been 
Herald Staff Writer completely overlooked and 
. it's important" he said. 
The people of norih'wost • Two slide. _presentations 
British Columbia are faced were also made a.t, the 
With "an act of aggression meeting, llsaLaugeakew.ed 
by~acdnsertium o|U~S, oil pictures of the Douglas 
companles" acco~ling m Channel to prove that the 
Jack Jahour, chairman of 
the Ter race-K i t imat  
Alliance Against Super 
Tankers (TAASK). 
Beferrlug to K/I/mat Oil 
P ipe l ine  Company 's  
proposal to lOcate an oil port 
in K/timat, Jahour told a 
meeting of concerned 
citizens in Terrace ,Thur- 
sday night that "the only oil 
Canada will receive trom 
>their proposal will" be 
floating on.  _water: . . . . . . . . .  
"We are being .asked. to 
'forfeit our west coast  
'fisheries so that they can 
ship their ell ;through 
coun|ry,to support he most 
wasteful economyin the 
world," Jahour charged. 
NANAIMO, B.C. (CP) 
--  Drugs for the elderly, 
hand icapped and  
chronically ,ill will be fully 
paid by the provincial 
_, governmant 'while other 
British Columbians will pay 
$100 deductible under a 
universa l  pharmacare  
program announced t..eday 
- by Premier Bill Bennett. s Jahour told the meeting 
Bennett, heer for a eabine that TAASK has asked the 
meeting, said benefits - ThempeOnoil . .~0rt inquiry to Copper River flood of 1974 
~ ~, .~.~!:. ...: ~i covered by the existing hold c0mmumty hearings in whi~the riverChangedand estroyedthe c ur _ 12°x 
~:i~:~ .~:~,::~.i.~ f7 pharmacare program will Terrace, but he warned that miles of gas pipeline. 
~'.~i~ .:!~i~:~ ;~!~iil ;t~ be included along With other th~ greatest danger was that 
~!~ ~i~~ ,:;:;~:~ items such a insulins people might be afraid to 
~!~'/::.:~:,~•~:~":i~/.~~': syringes, prosthetic ap- participate." 
~ i~ j  ~L,~ pliances, and osteomy "Theonesureway to have 
supplies.: . .  :our country desecrated and 
M ~.i~:i:~ ,o ,~,m~.,~,~eUve our ~ e s  endangered m 
area  is  ' "not  en- 
vironmentally b leak"  as  
some people have  c la imed.  
Lit Farkvam and Hllda 
Gr i f f in  o f  the  TAASK 
research team presnnted a 
slide show re~w~ the 
dangers a pilieline route 
from Ktttmat posed to the 
loca l  enwronment ,  
heS~e sy to Lakeise Lake. 
lide presentation 
quoted f~uros which show 
that even with check valves, 
15,000 gallons of oil would 
spill as a result of a p i l~e  
break.-It also illnatrated the 
p~sibility of such a break 
occurring due to ear- 
th(makes, floods or slides. 
l~oliowing the slide show a 
number of audience 
members referredto the 
The program, ,effecilve ~ries ctanger~  •DI~'~ TEL 
June !;; Will ! . r ,~b~:  , ,  ~,~,~_~ people to.aft aroml~l an WAL KO U 
expenses for most people l~e  a~.ured:those pr .esein T 
and families, that if mere were nearmgs 
,nee they would be ..A dispute between Bfltlsh' "However," Bennett said, in Terrace they would 
"280,000 elderly, 11,000 informal and said that CofumbiaTelepboneandtke 
handicapped ~ and 17,000 ~ TAASK would assist anyone .Telephone Communkatlon 
nursing home residenta.ullW~v to  prepare briefs and Workers' Union has spread 
continue to  receive m y premmtatibna, to Terrace.  Picketers 
Jahour stated that TAASK marched in front of Both the paid service, as w~ 20,000 
• eligible welfare reclpienm, would not take part in B.C. Tel offices and the 
• today's blockade of the company's communications 
Princess Patr ic ia in "There are 50,000 building on Kalum Street. 
diabetics in B.C. who face Douglas Cimnne!or.in .the .The Terrace employees 
an .  annual d rug  and paramedical cost of $200," sub~..e~uent demousurauon were Joined by coHegues in 
the premiorsaid.:'l am told in Kitimat because as an Smithers and Prince 
Displaying some of the form they will exhibit at a many who will be performing at Kanee Revue '77,. that 3,500 persons also organization "wedon't want Rupert. They are protesting 
revue. May 20, are these two youngsters, Tania Friday May 20. at R.E.M. Lee'Theatre in Terrace. require osteomy supplies tolose our" credibility." But ' thecompuny's purchase of 
Parvininen and Karl Crowder, The :pair are among They are students of Vicki Parviainen's dance s . and theexpense for these is individual TAASK members equipment from a snppHer . . . .  ....... $150 to $20oannnaliy." my participate/' he said. in eastern Canada, rather 
• In making the an- Earlier in the meeting, than Canadian Telephone 
and Supplies Ltd. (CTS), a 
i!Of C .~org ia ) , "  So  says  HERE:WE GO AGAIN! ' nouneement,  Bennett had A l lan  P r i t chard  gave  a 
. r  . rO  , .  . .m.  o, Oe - - , "  
:i~' ~q°t'bne t° take suC'h i ' :  :~things for gr nted,  I F o o d  p r i c e s  t u  I ' J P - e  | i n y l  T ° "  J ' l l an  " ' i o  the New Demooratic Party effects an oil port would ..The walkunts began'in 
" decided • to check the • n . . whom he said instilled fear have on the area. Pritchard Vancouver Monday and • . among the elderly and chided MP lena Cam- movedlinto southeast B.C. 
. pagn_oIo and MLA Cyril Wednesday. Some 200 
,. matter  out ' " "  " -~' " ~" ' wlth BrlUsh handicapped of B.C. by • Columbia historian and: _ . OTTAWA (CP..). --~" food: prices: showed gener'- per cent.-~e .lowest since statement added, no,other suggestilii the new program Shelfurd for not taking "a workers refused ,to work in 
" . . . .  '~-;-='-'-" Dr "t'reaiction ot more inflation ally niederate advances and 1972-the rate has graana-y important price changes are would abotlsh fi'ee drug cov- positive .stand against the that area. 
• pOllUCal sc~enus~,  . . . . . .  expected in the immediate erage for them. " ~SK vice chairman from Pirince George was ' " -- " f the ,n. the next~ few months in some eases declines., n~n,rmmg. . . . .  pro ul" . ,  ~ ,.Supervisory personnel 
:" tvorman •:tirol..o. ,,,~, . f,0]lo_w.edswif.fl.yontheh.e.els Inth~last L2months,con- commenting on the mmst future. • " I  today  eondem the 
• Univeristy, of VlctorL, . (ix 'rnursday s ~mcisues sumer ~)i'iCes have risen by figures, the anti-inflation But Douglas said an ex- politi~l,, action the NDP has Dave Morton gave a report flown to, Prince Rupert to 
. . . . .  • ,, . . . . .  • pected federal-provincial taken, Bennett said, ad -~ the preliminary oil. ~r !  ..A B.C. Tel spokesman ,.'.for any  la te -break ing  : Canada flguresshowm.g that 7.6 per cent, significnntly board stud a. number, of on the organiz tion's brief to handle long.dlstonc  cads, 
'developments.  ' : ' consumerprieesroseoy:six- above the government's prooucts, sucn as creme; ,agreement to rame crude ding the opposition had used hearings in K/ilm.at }~I sald regular servlce has not 
.~X' Sure eno~ugh, l(tlff told ~n~ of one per cent in anti.infla.tion!.target~ ~:s ix  ~Ug~er  pov~Oeme~r~en~d a n. petroleum prices at the the elderly and bendicappod 
. . . . .  me, Juan was the oi~e. Apru. , . .  , . / . rcenctor meyear. ~mce ~ . wellhead by $2 a barrel over forp01itlcai games. " week. Morton saia um been affected, but hasin" 
t November, when the 12- creased supplier prices • Th(~ last of m"  school The~ antl-inflatmn hoard, ~s~ the next year would not only The' government's in- TAASKintended to ask for staIlatlonMnew phones 
r '~ .•• . .  -. : :  which said recent food price monthimqati0n levelwas 5.6 during May that have'y~t to substantially push up in- tention to introduce a adversary ' funding to been Interrupted. 
i,:!:-DoY .. ,aems!0ns was  increases '•have brought.• . . . .  ~_. _~\, . .... be  passed on to consu~...ers, flation but would also cost Universal phamacare  prepare, a presentation for .,The spokesmnn said the 
.. ~:.~i,shat~red,..~'. manyr' complaints fro n .. . . . . . . .  | / |1~' :~ | " | " i  • . . . . .  . " I t  now 'appears .,Kmy. an estimated 42;000 jobs and program was announcM in the f~rmai hearings inter company is following its 
/":: To  think that  while co~t~ers,.~pr~ieted, hat ' .q~..~F.O'll~_~ that to~ pnces,w~! ne.tne lower growth m the the JanUary 13 throne this year; He  said that interpretation of an ar- 
' : England,  •Spain, .• the cosmot xoo~m ~tay will rise . i~! |1~i~ major factor ae~ermmmg economy, speach at the openingof the commissioner,TAASK had askedDr. A~drewinquiry aflowedbitrati°ntherulingpurehaseWhiChof 
.... : .),;.:,^,, c , ,~o  ~.,~ v, , , ,  another 1 5 percent. . s • sa t  b~.  , " how the consumer price The first of the increases second session '0f Bennett's Thonipson,for a four to five equipment from a company 
! ,  : .~umt~u o~a~o ~"~'~"t~: Food prices led'theway in WASHINGTON (CP) -- " index moves during the next would probably work into Social Credit government.' 
:~,: i.tugal were s~n,~.~, ..... April, r[sin byene per cent Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. of several months," the board consumer price levels by Bennett said today that week. extension to make charging lower prices than 
~. /~ , inst : ,hal f  ~.of : ' the.  18th .. and dcco~tin~  for  mo,'e Cal~a~),, One of the a~.  said in a statement, next September. • estimated, costs for the ~eat ion  for such fun. CTS. 
• • • ' h . . . .  - "  F-a  / . .~,.centuryfzghtingoverw o than two-fifths" .of the plicants to build a natural But it added that food. Lorne Nystrom (NDP-- program's first yeer are $2.6 ~gi~our told the meetins " '../~!g0t 'to where first, a monthly, increase in. the gas  pipeline .from ,,~.a.ska prices could be.expected to~ Yorkton-Melville) sa~d food million/ He emphasiseo, 
~ .i,:/.m i n o r  - l .e a g u e • consmh~r, plrice index, . ~ugh Canada, has mrea moderate in me su.mme~ prices would rise due to however, 'that iliat figure that TAASK needed the r ~  
;.i Cephaionian had cruised which is. the most • widely,, the brother of Morris' Udail, because'or availaoifity ~ o higher petroleum costs could vary substantially and funding to continue a health 
.... !'"through the area almost used measure~iof , inflatl01i. 'chairman of the'House.of locaiproduce. / because fuel accounts for a more accurate estimate study presently underway , s[,cod 
• ::. ~ o-:. - ,  _ " - - s "  And' T C DoUglas, 'New • Representatives ~interior . Bar r ing  u~ewpected about 28 per cent of food should be available for the and to conduct a complet~ socio-economic researcY NANAIMO, B.C. (CP) two  nunareu  year  :. ,., ~ .... ' " Demecratie Par~. energy! c0mmittee, to repr.esent it in deve lopments / ,  the •production costs, second year of operation. "study . . . .  Exactly one year after 
- , : earner.,  " "  - d critic, said,in'tlie.~onimons _"Washington. " .i " ' ' ' " ' ' doubling fares for British 
:. What if Apostmos na that govei<n~ent" figureS'r Stewart, Udall, a . 
taken  time to claim the• indicated that ifthe:federai,.Washingt0n lawyer~con- MACK~NZ|[ P|p~L|N~ Columbia Ferries, the 
~: :  region' for his homeland? .• and pr0vincial gov~rnm~n.~ "  .firmed Thursday t.hathe ha.s - - - ' - "  - -  = d j provincial government will 
:' Would vancouver have  agree to raide: cruse oul been ' representsng the - '  ~°  ' -  f a l l y  oo, those fares by 20 per 
; . i~  . ;~  ,~ ., ~ ' . ,  o ,!' ~ prices:by'$2~at0arrel:this Canadian, ~:0mpany for two ' I I I 1~; )   ,,eorJngs in o o u r n  saidcent'Thursday.Premier Bil/Bennett 
• ' - -  - ' - .  -- .... o ...... 'd '  ~,ear; the: consumer: price months and is paid $200 an • . ' Bennett told a news 
:", " . 'w : !e~n~eV!~a~g Ws~is h ~d~X will:climb.by, twoper  ~urfor  the work he does for N,tI~?AWEAe~P) BoTrh~ lawyers invoived until June " to make a decislon on the up will move. 
" ,:.i i ..... : ' . . . . .  '~ i ' '' f :" *'" " ~ " :-r' : " "~ ; " gy 6 to'file written arguments, toll0blllionproject by Sept. But just before it came to conference, following a 
babs  and s~ ng ics :,.~.ike : PP ,  ,.>.The Statist ' .Canada ' Askedwhy lobbying ac- Wrapped up 18 months/of But aside from that, the 1. board has rejected a the B.C. Ferry Corp., that i retsina? Would togas De figures fur/April', showed tivity in  the Un~i  S ta tes -  hearings, on a northern three board members About 40 lawyers and wit- a close, Stabback said the meeting with directors of 
' the latest  thing in ..food price !.ncreases.'w.ere was not left to Northwest natural gas pipeline • hearing the case have nesses in the room broke challenge by the Canadian fares will be cut over:all by 
:•. fashion v . . . . .  lea  especiauy,~ ny ni~n.er representatives'.' Stewart Thursday with a last-minute listened to all the evidence into, applause when J.G. Wildlife Federation on its 20 per cent effective June 1. 
v,,o~ ~o;~,~ . prices of  fresh' vegetaozes Udall said that'with such an exchange of volleys over onwhich they.will base their Stabback, vice-chairman of .right' to hold the hearings. Last June 1 the Social 
&~ o ~o l l t~Aq. )  • • ' • ' " ~:au -we . . . . . . .  ,rt: .-.~,~,"'~'~" andfrmt, freshmilk, butter, international project, "yo~ which of two competing" recommendations to  the the board, announced "the The federation said that Credit government doubled 
, /...l~ste.s . • . . . . .  sugar and coffee. Lower cannot draw strict lines" lines is best. cabinet, probably around hearing is closed.": since the companies are almost all fe r ry  rates 
. Wi ,  p~CO~Ve~r,=rSa~ anu m~i~t~'ults '~'-'~ ~l~Ye~arbbe: f~ip~rkt~ .ca~e~:sdhs~i~a~woeololr~kd~.~ :~:fb;ea~r~le!e!~.O;endi! ! Julyl .  Most of the final day was seeking conditional ap -cans ing  nn uproar arnong . The Cabinet, which taken up with debate over proval, aftor which they will residents of, Vancouver 
double~kn' ~ ' . " ; ' ' - business, a ' . . y . g _. y such esoteric matters as have to' get agreement on already has the Berger Island, the Gulf Islands, the 
.~>,. H is to l ' y  n iay  be  a Apr i I•was  .the fourth, recognitlea of the factthat, wants  to cross-examine commission findings on which formula should be financing, some pertinent Sunshine Coast and par- 
: ' fas~at ing  Subject fo r  mo~th 'in:~succes'sion I . '!the project has, to bekept witnesses on some technical soelal, economic and en- used for  the  interior information will not be ticularly those Involved in 
evidence yet to be vironmental impact of. a roughness,of the pipe to available when the board the ,tourist "industry on in view as a totality.. " Vancouver Island. ~vhich'!o~,, prices climbed ,, ? some, butit 's all Greek to significantly. Over 1976. " • provided--and gave the pipel!ne on the North, plans determin~ l ew much gas it makes up its r mind. 
me.  • . . . .  ' 
- i i 
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Cereal and mattresses for resource railway 
railway carries low-grade 
freight - large bulk items 
that take up space but 
produce little revenue -
while its chief competitors, 
money. 
Arnold Sturgeon, sales 
and marketing manager 
said that in order to be 
competitive with trucking 
t ruck ing companies,  companies which provide 
transport the preferred faster delivew using high- 
freight, ways that run parallel to the 
But, he said, the Crown ratline, B.C. Rail must offer 
corporation's piggyback cheaper f eight rates, but it 
service, truck trailers is having difficulty breaking 
moved on flat cars, is very into the general, mer- 
competitive and makes c ha  n d i s  e •an  d 
miscellaneious 'freight uninterrupted service and freight~ • created by particular 
market. The railway's main the railway has not been The commission earlier " sections of the rail system. 
freight source is lumber able to guarantee this. heard that the railway loses" Sturg,e.on said the 
products carried south. Labour disputes shut the. $3 on every tonof freight it railway s interline freight 
railway down several times carries and it wants to find tariffs received a blow in 
i n  1976.' : out if any of the loss con- 
stitutes a hidden subsidy to 
the industries using the 
• "The sales and marketing 
division had many problems 
in the last two or three years 
generating traffic because' 
of the railway'~ lack of 
credibility in per~rming the service," he said, 
Sturgeon said~ shippers 
are lookin~ for constant 
VANCOUVER CP - The 
British Columbia Railway 
seems to be relegated to 
carrying mattresses and 
cereal when it goes north to 
pick up resources. Mr. 
Justice Lloyd McKenzie. 
said Wednesday as the royal 
commission • he heads 
resumed its hearings into 
the railway's affairs. 
Operating manager N.A. 
McPherson agreed that the 
Surrounded~y his cast of two, Ken Morton, director of on Ms right is D0ug xems,  wno pmyea v ranatm, ant: 
the play "After Anitetam" mugs for the camera. On • play will be  repeated this coming Wednesday, the 
his left is R~tty Ann Burch, who played Emerald. and, eighteenth, at 8:00 p.m. 
ANGEL'S "AFTER ANTIETAM" 
Terrace Little Theatre 
d " tackles tough onean wins 
r ,...~,;BY:JOANNEAMESII~!/';:~ /~:: .:. . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  Hei, ald Staff Writer . 
'He also said the railway 
has established freight rates 
it knows lose money, such as 
those set for wood chips 
moved to pulp mills, hoping 
to recoup the losses through 
the transport of outgoing. 
Sifting through costume and history books, Xenis 
found pictures of civilian clothing and the uniform 
of the war's Confederate soldiers. 
Both actors knew what Jeb Stuart, the general 
whom Franklin (Doug) served, looked like. They 
Ken Morton was brave to tackle the play "After 
Antietam" as a 1977 Drama Festival production.• It 
is a new script by Canadian playwright Leonard 
Angel, performed only once before, at the 1976 Du 
Maurier Play Festival. 
railway. 
Neither Sturgeon nor 
McPherson were able to 
produce statistics that 
compare costs to revenues 
1973 when five United States 
railway companies that 
share revenues with B.C. 
Rail 'tried to reduce its 
portiontb~lS0 percent. 
even a y, B.C. rail had 
to settle for an 11.percent 
reduction because it 
depended on these com. 
panics for raflcars and they 
~'suggested we would have 
to take a loss i~ we expected 
an adequate supply of 
railcars," Sturgeon said.: 
The controversial plant, 
losing money because it has 
been unable to get contracts 
outside of B.C. Rail, was 
conceived in1972 by the New 
Democratic Party govern- 
• ment, he said. " 
NO DETAILS YET i 
• ,Bennet t  h in ts  a t  help  " 
for small businessmen 
NANAIMO, B.C..(CP) attending a Nanaimo statement. - Democratic Par ty  in 
• The current session of the December 1975, Bennett New programs to stimulate Chamber of Commerce 
small business will be  in-" luncheon, Bennett said some legislature adjourned April said that his government 
troducedwhen the current of the programs will be 6 and is expected to has broughtmoreefficiency 
session of • the British provincial while others will reconvene in mid-June, to running the province. 
Columbia legislature re- involve the federal govern- Praising his Social Credit As an example, he said, 
convenes, Premier .Bill ment. administration's government mmis~tes will 
Bennett said Thursday.. After his speech, Bennett achievements since its become ,accountable for 
Speaking to "200 people refused to elaborate on his defeat of the New office space through the B.C. Building Corp. 
Under legislation passed 
Sending doctors north awaslast spring, the gover mentcrownempoweredcorporationtO establiShwhich 
will assume many of the 
VANCOUVER (CP) --. government •tends to separated its professional responsibilities .currently 
The provincial government reduce the number of acute and economic interests, handled by. the ministry of 
this week established a task care beds to one per 1,000 The association's decision public works. 
force to examine ways of population. • to establish a separate The changeover is ex- 
,directing doctors to less- During his brief speech, council' for collective 
populated parts of the McClelland said he  was bargaining was ."a most pectedthe 2,000t° positionseliminate in800'°fthe 
province, Health Minister pleased that he RNABC has forward move," he said. ministry. 
Bob McClelland said "We found we have 800 
Wednesday. " ~ surplus jobs," Bennett'said, 
MeClelland,nspeaking to PIPELINE DECISION adding that none of those 
the annual convention of the effected will be eliminated 
R e g i s t e r e d N u r s e s' from the public service. 
Association of British SHOULD BE DELAYED The premier said his 
Columbia (RNABC), ° said government set Out to build 
the pi~ovince has too many VICTORIA (CP.) -- national interest as an the economlrand was forced 
doctors in metropolitan Victoria Bishop Remi de excuse to goaheadwhen in to increase taxes shortly 
areas and has too few in Roo, president of the social fact the Cat.adian people after the 1975 electlon.n 
other areas, affairs department of the have yet to b" polled on the "That's the wrong way to 
The health minister said Canadian Catholic Con- matter of northern finance government,", he 
the task force will produce terence, says Canada should development, said, "but it's the only way 
its re:ommendatious within takeits time before deciding De Roo recently appeared we had at that particular 
a year. whether to build a northern before the National Energy time." 
McClelland did not natural gas pipeline. " Board, presenting the ,,we are trying to (Io it 
elaborate but Maurice De Roo was commenting Roman Catholic church's with an economic blueprint 
Chazottes, provincial on reports that Prime position that a moratorium 
director of health education Minister Pierre Trudeau should be placed on all for the province." 
and information, said in an wants ~a quick decision on resource development in "Now is the time to look forward,~:-:B¢~ett ::said ~,n 
interview the task force.will thepipeline by hiscabinet to ' northern Canada. " cl0sini~ We ve spent a lot 
look 'at the problem of avoid !'others making of time looking back, but the 
"physicians wanting to decisions for us." The Canadian Catholic base has been built and at 
s~ttle in big towns." The bishop said .Wed- Conference is the national this time it is onwards and 
Chazottes said a possible nesday it was unfortunate association of cardinals, upwards, and let's get B.C. 
solution is the current that Trudeau was using archbishops and bishops, going again." 
practice of encouraging ew . - 
dentistry graduates towork 
in smaller locations under 
What that means to a director and his actors is made a point of first finding his portrait, supervision. ' He added, however, that 
that decisions on blocking, set, lighting, costumes, Actors and director worked on the script to the task force will have to. 
and props must be made with little or no in- decide exactly where Emerald, Betty Ann's d e c i d e w b e t h e r . 
] structions in the script. A play that has been character, had originated and where she was redistribution will be done 
performed many times has necessary guidelines or going. The relationship between the characters through "subtle encour- 
specific instructions on all aspects of the produc- and the subject ook "hours" to build and shape, agement or not-so-subtle en- 
if! tion written right in the script. "It's a difficult play, because it's wordy," said couragement" and whether 
A director may choose to go against he script, Betty Ann. "It's easier to lose the emotions in all the medical profession or 
i:i butheorsheatleasthasanideatooppose, those words." director encouraging.theg°vernmentwill dothe " ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~  
ii Beginning with a 'blank page' was interesting. The play is interesting, observed m ~ ~ ~  Chazottes said he did not [] ~ ~'~ 
il Ken saw "lots of possibilities" in his first reading of Morton," ...because it's not just'a boy gets girl. know who has been ap- .. _ _  . !~=~,~.  
the play. Doug Xenis, who was cast in the part of The character is trying to procure a woman, not for pointed to the task force. 
Franklin admits that he felt apprehensions, himself, but for'his hero...the general." McClelland made his _ m ~  
]i The sad part of the play is that Franklin begins to remarks  tO about  400. []3607 EBY STREET Three A HOME THAT WILL LAST & LEAVlNG TOWN when they = 
"I"Itwas my first really big acting role," he s i d . o o k d  at all hose lon  speeches and nearly fall in love with Emerald. He is torn between his delegates at the nurses' B_ bdrm. 139esq. ft. family home LAST, 3 bdrms•, fireplace, w- sell this 2 bdrm. home, on [] 
with fireplace, besement suite w carpet, plus a three bdrm. large corner lot.. Call us [] 
i!~: died." .• duty to the general and his own needs, convention at the University~ .m_, also has 3 bdrms. This home suite in basement, with anytime to view. PRICED AT • 
Betty Ann Butch, who won tile festival's best "If they met in another time and place, the end of of B.C. ' He a lso  reiterated the ==has potential. PRICED AT possible one bdrm. suite• ONLY,S27,000. • 
actress award, saw the play differently. "It looked the play,would be much different. But they are in a government'splan ~ reduce [] seT,so0. TRUE VALUE AT ,S,000. ~ ~ , . . '  • 
like fun," she told the Herald. " I t  is a completely war.," said Ken. the number of acme care g ON THE BENCH on a Ig. "m~, I I I I r~¢~J~Bl~lP  ~ i  " . ~~ " • 
different role from the one I played in 'Hot L The play is an interlude, justa moment's rest, for beds o other services, likea []]]corner lot, landscaped, we ~ ~ !  
Baltimore'...' someone after a harrowing experience. It captures recently-announced corn- [] have this 3 bdr" O, home with ~ , ~ : ~ ,  . 
There was a good deal of groundwork put into the that quality very well. prehensive, longterm in- [] rumpus rm~.O ~'~ flrep_mces.~ ~ ~  = 
production. Xenis, while in Vancouver on Ken Morton and his actors succeeded in creating stitutional and home- = quality carpet, c can ~, wm= makers' health care maintained. PRICED AT I 
Business, took the t ime to research the actual a fragile, sti l l  quality with the playon the whole. It  programs to begin Jan. 1, --'i $s1,000. s122 McDEEK ONLY LAST BUT NOT LEAST- thisg 
was, and f~,~vorthwhile to see the work of al l  three $sz,o00 for this ~2-year-new 2 bdrm. home, well main- [] battle of Antietam. He discovered it was the 1978. the g homeon V2 acre. Threebdrm- talned, beautiful large lot wlfh [] 
American .................................. C iv i l  War's most costly battle..................................pc°pie..-., r...........-;.;.; .;.;.;.;...;.....;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;';';';,;';'c°ming to l ife on stage ,;,:.;.;.;.;.;.;.::.:;:,:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.z.:.:.:.z.:.:.:,:.:.:.:.~ McClelland said B dryerS" t ldge,lnduded.Stove,HasW@Sherlust been & $25,000.shrubs' e tabtl hedTRY YOURtrees' onlYoFFER.[]]. 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:........v.....v.v.......•.v....~...........v...v.v.v..... .. . .... ........................................................ == painted ready to move into. I I  
AGING . . FEARS ..,,,,,c,,v,-co,,,=, • " 
[] bdrm. home within walking • [] Seaway safe from separatists .d is tance to recreation, [] shopping, schools & churches. I 
. [] Full basement completely $19,500 is a LOW, LOW prli:eg 
[]finished, has 4th bedroom. THIS MUST BE SEEN to be for a 2 bdrm. home on. a 
OTTAWA (CP) -- dependence is a rumor dex;cut seaway business but justification for it. You are strongly to  spending such g REASONABLY PRICED AT appreciated. 3 bdrms., the beautiful 60x188 ft. lot in the= 
American fears that an reason for building the is unlikely to be built, the talking about billions of huge sums of money.to build []$sl,o00, Interior has been completely municipality of Terrace.[] 
independent Quebec might canal, seaway authority president dollars." a waterway to handle ~ redone for comfort and CALL US TOVIEW. [] 
be a threat to business on The U.S. Army Corps o f  said. The American people business nowcarried on the I 'practicabil ity, completely [] 
the St. Lawrence seaway Engineers has recom- "There is no economic would probably object seaway, furnished with handcrafted [] 
mended a fouryear, $1.5 ~ furniture.. VIEW BY AP- I I  
seem unrealistic, Paul Nor- POINTMENT, ma~e an offer. " • 
mandeau, president of the million study of the VACANT LANDIf youwish to • 
St. Lawrence Seaway feasibility of building the VANDER ZALM WANTS STUDY PRICE'$35,S00. build yourown. [ ]  
Authority, Said Thursday. canal. The study proposal ~LARGE SPLIT.LEVEL II  
Normandeau said in ,has received approvalfrom MEGA anninterview he cannot the public works committee INTO VITAMIN THERAPY =family home, has6bdrms.,on , []V2 acre', double carport, 3/4 acre on McDeek in = 
imagine that officials of an of the House of Rep- residential area. $9,500. independent Quebec would resentatives but must sUll VICTORIA (CP) - -  considerable controversy in inquiries about the theory IIbasement must be seen to be 
ra se obstacles to seaway go through the House ap- Human Resources Ministec recent years. Proponents and suggested the l!appreclated. PRICED TO I[] 
traffic which benefits propriations committee. Bill Vander Zalm urged the believeit is highly effective association mighttake the ='--SELL AT $49,900. . II, 
British Columbia Medical in the treatment of certain initiative and determine the 113311 SPARKS STREET - 3 3 BDM. HONtE 4621' BI 
Quebec St. Lawrence river Normandeau sa id  , STRAUME, has utility off Lovely lot on the bench, on= ports, proposals like a U.S. canal Association Thursc~ay to mental illnesses, as well as treatment s value once and •bdrm. home. with full kitchen, insulated storage 
"They aren't going to kill to parallel the Canadian- carry out a pilot study into being helpful in the treat- for all. ~basement, rec room, 2 bdrm. Benner St. 70x132, serviced, 
the goose that lays the owned Welland canal have the effectiveness of mega- ment of alcoholism and drug The minister also ap- ilSulte , stone's throw to bldg. at back of property, ornamental & young fruit= 
golden eggs," he said. been shunted aside in the vitamin therapy for addiction., pealed to the doctors, to  ==downtown Terrace. ASKING garden area, PRICED AT trees: $14,000, with offers l l  
He was commenting on past because of the huge treatment of disease. Vanlsl consider approving a "new 
proposals by U.S. officials to cost and duplication of Speaking at the opening of ..hflse ee , ryldederal gadget" for persons with 
the association's 77th annual health authorities and reed- heart pacemakers. 
build an all-American facilities. waterway from the Great An a l l -Amer ican  meeting, Vander Zalm ical groups have not en- suggested the study might dorsed the treatment plan to He said the device would' 
Lakes tothe Atlantic Ocean. waterway leading from enablepaients to have etec- 
Officials have said the Buffalo, N.Y. to New York takeThetWOmegavitammtO three ~ears.theory hiSBut,knowledge.he said, he has trocardiogram, readings 
possibility of Quebec in- City would severely un- has. been the subject of recently received numerous taken over a telephone~ 
• Taking time out from 
dancing practice are these 
youngsters from the Vicki 
Parviainen dance school: 
(seated, left to right) Karen 
Karu, Debbie McGinley, 
Carnie Letham, ~Jason 
Romilly, Kim Fairless, and 
Kris Fairless. Standing are  
(left to right) Laura An 
derson, Keri Wall, Jacki~e 
Archibald,  . Christ ine 
Strangway, and Jennie 
Letham. The children, aged 
between six and eight, were 
rehearsing for Friday 
evening's Dance Revue '77 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
i 
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PRINCE RUPERT • 
Probation officer banned 
Lee Oates, Prince 
Rupert's on ly  probation 
officer, was barred from 
court Wednesday by 
Provincial Court Judge E.J. 
Cronin. 
The judge said Oates 
would be banned per- 
manently after reading a 
letter in court that Oates 
had written to regional 
corrections official Jim 
Graham. 
'Oates had asked in the 
letter for a meeting with 
Graham and the judge. 
Sources close to the dispute juvenile offenders as the 
said Oates wanted to diseuss Coquitlam - Port Moody - 
the :judge's tendency to stop Port Coqui t lam area near  
him from speaking in court. Vancouver where he used to 
"How can a probation work, althonghthis~northern 
officer work effectively if coastal town has only one- 
he's barred from the fifth the number of 
courtroom?" asked Bob juveniles. 
Allaire of Prince Rupert, Judge Cronin has declined 
chairman of an action comment. 
committee set up to deal Brian Marian, northwest 
B.C. regional corrections withthe ar a.jUvenile d linquents in superintendent, Judge 
Oates said that Prince Cronin and Oates are to 
Rupert has the same meet today to discuss the 








Kitimat Radio & 
, LOWER CITY CENTRE MALL  
COLLEGEREQUEST DENIED 
No Kitimat facility 
to educate welders 
Northwest Community 
College Council held its 
• regular monthly meeting, 
May 7, in Terrace.. In at- 
tendance were represen- 
tatives of the Women's 
~$tudies'.,oAdVisbry Cam -
mittee; the Labour Studies 
Advisory Committee, the 
Native Studies Program, 




y~c( iu 'v~R (cP) - A 
federal housing co-ordinator 
says about $20 million in 
provincial funds earmarked 
for  senior citizens housing in 
Vancouver and Victoria is 
sitting idle because the 
British Columbia govern- 
ment will not share 
~wra.ting'costs with at- 
Tony Lloyd, coordinator 
of social housing for the 
Central Mortgage and 
Housin~ Corp. (CMHC), told 
a conrerence on senior 
,citizen's housing Tuesday 
that CMHC is in a period of 
"planned inactivity" 
because of the provincial 
government's Shelter Aid 
for Elderly Renters 
(SAFER) program. 
• Under the SAFER .~ i .... *~.~:~..W~% ~ 
program, single elderly 
tenants will get a monthly 
rent subsidy of up to $70 
while couples will get up to 
'..Lloyd said CMHC. is 
willing to provide money to 
build new senior citizens' 
homes but "we now find the 
province is unwilling to 
subsidize the operating 
lbsses of these homes," 
originally to be split 50-50 by 
• the two levels of govern- 
merit. 
Lloyd said enough 
apartments are available 
for senior citizens, but more 
housing with nursing care is 
needed. He said the pro- 
vincini govergment is un- 
willing to subsidize housing 
until it determines i~ow 
effective the SAFER 
program is. 
Ann McAfee, a Vancouver 
housing planner, told the 
conference that senior 
hous! g pol.|cy   
Program. The represen- millwright training, the programs available to them 
tatives reported to the Ministry has indicated that rathe various communities 
Council on the operations despite the fact that there served by the College. 
during the College year that are abnormally large Fred Bell, reporting for 
has just finished, numbers of millwi'ights' and the. Personnel Committee, 
In the Principal's Report, millwright apprentices in recommended some ad- 
the cbimcil ~was infohned ~the Northwest region, these ministrative structural 
that funding has been ob- people willhave to continue changes proposed by the 
tained to continue the Early to travel long distances to Principal. The two existing 
Childhood Educat ion  other Colleges to get their positions of Head of 
program at the same level training. Vocational Programs and 
as 1976 77. The Principal The final budget for the Head of Trades training 
also reported that the 1977 78 fiscal year was have been combined into the 
College's proposal to build a approved by the Council. single position of Director of 
facility in Kitimat to house Reporting for the Public Vocational and Trades 
Relations Committee, Hans Training Programs. Fred .~illwright and welding 
training has been rejected 
by the Ministry of 
Education. 
The Ministry contends 
that the very good welding 
{raining facilities at the 
Terrace campus are 
adequate to meet Kitimat's 
training needs. ' Regarding 
Wagner informed Council Mr. Loptsonwfil continue 
that a brochure has been 
prepared summarizing the to take responsibility for the 
Registrar's Office as part of 
operation of the College. his expanded uties. 
This brochure has been 
mailed to all households in The next regular meeting 
the College region. The of the College Council will be 
purpeseof the brochure is to held at 10:30 am, June 18 in 
reform people regarding the Smithers. ' 
Moos in night told 
him rustlers around 
The B.C. Cattlemen's early hours of ti~e mornulg. 
A~socition has awarded According to RCMP he went 
another $250 to a con- outside and saw a neighbor 
scientious citiz'en for unloading beef. After 
reporting a 2 a.m. incident talking with the neighbor 
that led to a conviction for and seeing how the carcass 
cattlerustling, had been slaughtered, 
• Daye Barry of Kitimat Barry became suspicious. 
heard .~trange noises in the The next day'he informed 
Milfoil treatment 
I .  
mayor's prescription 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) -- 
:~Mayor John Hindle said 
today that he is couvinced 
the proposed experimenta~ 
use of the herbicide 2,4-D to 
control the Eurasian mflfoil 
weed choking Okanagan 
Lake i~ safe. 
A public meeting on the 
program Wednesday night 
"did answer my concerns," 
said Hindle, who added he 
would need further 
assurance of the chemical's 
safety if it were used on a 
• more extensive basis. 
Cortlandt MacKenzie, 
head of a three-man com- 
mittee charged with in- 
vestigating the *weed 
problem, told the public 
'meeting he "can give very 
good assurance that if 2,4-D 
is used in a manner we 
recommend, no citizen of 
the valley should get any of 
Hindle said that 
assurance is enough for 
him, both as ia  l~iyman 
concerned about the situ- 
ation, and as ma.yor. 
Deputy environment 
minister Ben Marr, 
chairman of the meeting, 
said the request for weed 
control must come from the 
municipality, and the pro- 
gram including use of 2,4-D 
which the committee 
recommended, • must be 
accepted as a package. 
Marr said t~e recom- 
mendation, now before the 
provindial aquatic weed 
committee, will be brought 
to municipalities for 
discussion ~fore a decision. 
is made. 
The 150 people at the 
meeting appeared equally 
~vided ...on.proposed use of 
the police and gave a 
description of the vehicle 
used. 
Subsequently Ronald 
Beattie and Robert Crosby 
were •charged with 
possession of" stolen 
property-- scow carryinga 
ca l l  belonging to the 
Hayward Ranch near 
Cedarville, B.C. Thq case 
against Beattie was 
dismissed but Croshy was 
convicted in Hazelton and 
fined $500. ~ , 
The Bulkley Valley 
Cattlemen's Association 
recommended a reward be 
given ' to Mr .  Barry. 
President L. Rabbinsi said, 
"Such helpfulness in a 
rustling case .should be 
encouraged and rewarded 
and we feel that Mr. Barry 
justly deserves such' a 
reward".' 
The B.C. Catt lemen's  
Association operates the 
reward project. Anyone 
giving information leading 
to the arrest and conviction 
of rustlers or cattle thieves 
is cpnsidered for rewards up 
to $1,000. 
• You may drive out 
Nature with a pitchfork, 
but she will ever hurry 
back, to triumph in stelth 




bring you their best 
A comfortabie "starter" for 
the young at heart. Quality 2 
bedroom, ' big kitchen, 
fireplace, w.w carpeting, big, 
fully landscaped lot. Asking 
'S38,000. For appointment to 
view this excellent home, call 
H. Godlinskl, 635.5397. 
Looking for a home on a quiet 
street? This couM be itl A 
fireplace on each floor, 
refreshment area in the roc 
room and a built.in shower" 
next to the basement bedroom 
are only scratching the sur- 
face. Three bedrooms and a 
patio ruff the dining area 
compliment the main floor o~ 
this home. Call Kelly Squires; 
635.7616 and have a closer 
look. 
This is the home with the 
windmill out front. A unique 
and extremely well built home 
in a very convenient location. 
4 bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, rec 
room. Fridge & range and 
drapes are offered in the full 
priceof $65,000.4 bedr0oms all 
carpeted. Quality tbrqugh0ut. 
Phone Horst Gocllinski at 635. 
5397 for an appointment or see 
it on "RealScopo" in our of- 
lice. 
A dr*ive-by lust isn't enoughl 
This 1400 square foot home 
offers much more than the eye 
can see. Features like 
basement refreshment area, 
round acorn fireplace and 
dance floor in the rec room. 
With a king-size master 
bedroom and large kitchen 
dining area on the main floor, 
this home is a must'on your 
viewing plans. Give me a call 
and I'll arrange a convenient 
viewing t|me for you. Kelly 
Squires, 635.7616, or drop in 
and see it on "RealScopo". 
Executive type home. Has 2 
car garage, fireplace, foyer 
entrance, sundeck, patio and 
many other features. Located 
at 4725 McConnell. Phone 
Frank Skldmore and arrange 
viewing. 
Revenue home on Graham 
Ave, Priced at S47,500 this 
• homefeatures 2 bedrooms up, 
1 down, plus rental suite with 
private entrance. Try your 
offer. Phone for appointment 
to view. Ask for Barb Parfitt, 
635.6768. 
Three bedrooms, bright kit- 
chen dining area, fireplace • in 
the rec room and spare 
bedroom in the full basement 
are Just the beginning. This 
home situated close to schools 
and churches. Within walking 
distance of downtown and on a 
treed lot is a must for any 
home hunter. Call into our 
office and let's talk homes. 
Kelly Squires, 655.7616, has all 
the details on this and many 
other properties. 
You really should view this 
home to appreciate its finer 
features. It offers a fireplace, 
3 bedrooms and full basement 
of course, but the way it's put 
together is whet makes this a 
truly fine home. ~ Listed' at 
$69,500. Call Kelly Squires at 
6~5.7616for an appointment or 
more information. 
. ; '~ :  "~! . . **  :~,: i ~ ~, ~.~, .  ~ • 
Close to schools. Nearly 1200 
sq. ft. on corner lot. Extra 
bedroom and family room in 
basement. Fireplace, onsuito 
bathroom, sundack, carport, 
paved drive. Lgcatsd on Scott. 
Avenue in pleasant neigh: 
barhand. Asking only $53,000. 
Call & inquire from Frank 
Skldmore regarding this 
Multiple Listing. 
635.4971 
anlR hrk  Avnnun 
Spend summer the lake. 
Cabin ~ ''L l[ '~lakeshore 
fro.," C(~)~I .V  mlnut. 
from -~ lv . .  Call . Horst 
Godh..,gi, 635-5397. Asking 
onlY $15,000. 
An impressive home in a fine 
ne ighbourhood.  Of fe rs  
fireplace, 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, double garage, 
paved drive and a well land- 
sceped lot.. Asking $46,500. 
Call me now for more In- 
formation, Kelly Squires, 635. 
7616. 
A well built good home on 2 
acres of lend in the Goosen 
Creek Subdivision• Double 
garage, root cellar and animal 
shelter', listed at $4?,500. Call 
Horst Godlinski at 635-$~7for 
more Information. 
Enjoy quiet evenings by the 
fire? This three bedroom 
home on Benner Strsut has a 
fami ly  room with fireplace 
and refreshment area. Also 
includes a main f loor 
fireplace, patio off the di~ng i 
area and carport. Call Kelly 
Squires, 635.7616 for an ep- 
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Resistance 
to change 
The polarized [mture of British Columbia politics, 
split on clearly-delineated philosophical "lines, is 
indicative of the identification with rigid ideologies 
that characterizes the human being. It is most visibly 
displayed on Election Day, when an individual's 
personal sentiments are condensed into a single "x", 
but also shows itself in many other debates. Of the 
issues that concern Skeena residents at the moment 
- the  pipeline-oil port debate, economic development, 
land claims - one can almost predict in advance which 
side will assume which posture. The rhetoric. 
seldom changes. The degree of commitment, despite 
varying stages of issue importance, is often uniform. 
Identification ofthis kind prevents true relationship 
and communication both collectively and individually 
and makes any significan sociological or personal 
change a painful process rather than a natural and 
fundamentally enjoyable vent. The very process of 
life in this realm is endless change. It is said that the 
only permanent thing is change itself. How can it be 
that one animal among so many learns to resist and 
hate what is inevitable, healthy, and natm'al? 
The identification with philosophies, fads, personal 
experiences, and memories which makes change an 
unwelcome thing comes about, presumably, through 
our need for security. We instinctively combat 
change by developing a sense of continuity around the 
elusive ego. althougi3 our ideologies evoive, they do 
so by way of our own l~ttern Of selectivity and 
association and never at a rate of acceleration that 
unnerve.s us or leaves us facing that abyss of in- 
security we seek to avoid. 
Even from adolescence we shape the world ac- 
cording to our conditioning, always protecting and re- 
enforcing our interpretation by endless repetition in 
conversation and private mind chatter. 
When the world appears to break in on our privacy 
and demand some change, we stiffen and revert to a 
defensive posture and why not? In a realm where 
nothing lasts, least of all us, how else are we to 
maintain some semblance of order and logic? By 
tendancy we stick with what we know. 
The problem is that rigidity in this world means 
death and so we inevitably must choose between 
relinquishing the sense of security our minds crave 
and suffering a slow, rather torturous death through 
attrition, senility and obsolescence. Of the two, the 
latter seems rather wasteful to say the least and at 
least the former has a degree of adventure to it. 
Besides, relinquishing security might not be nearly as 
disturhing as it seems at first mention. It must be 
borne in mind that no matter what kind of walls and 
hedges we erect around our fragile egos, they must all 
topple.sooner o  later. Zhey are as temporary as 
everything else on earth and are, therefore, hardly 
worth the building. What real security is there in 
them anyway? What is built up must fall down sooner 
or later, tha's the law. what point is there in investing 
in such things? Societies must evolve, they may or 
may not evolve for the better, who know? But they 
constantly change. One system serves its purpose 
and gives way to another, why is that such a big deal? 
If that which we vallue most can be taken away 
through a simple change in government or political 
direction, it behooves us surely to examine our values 
rather than dig our heels in against the change. 
It is true that some advocate change for its own 
sake, or worse, for selfish and greedy reasons and a 
proper response to such change might well be to 
simply not co-operate, but challenges of that kind 
must be met on their own grounds, with free in- 
telligence rather than a heavy mind tethered to this or 
that belief. Resistance to change is a syndrome which 
to some degree or another afflicts us all and perhaps 
its ultimate and most basic form is resistance to 
death itself. But its universality does not make it 
acceptable or even natural. It is something which 
needs to be understood on an individual level by each 
of us, for it is responsible for so much misery, so 
much injustice, so much utter destruction. No matter 
how much we value our beliefs and our way of life, no 
matter how threatened we feel by impending 
changes, should we not be mindful of the fact that all 
of us, every last one, will soon be gone from here 
never to return. Is it worth heating on each other's 
heads, stepping on toes, scrapping, resisting 
threatening, coercing, manipulating, politicking and 
all the rest?' 
This is not to suggest hat we all withdraw from 
active lives to sit around and pretend to be spiritual or 
expansive or any of those airy-fairy conceptual 
thihgs. It is merely a suggestion that we try our hest 
to face the truth and understand. Understand first 
our life condition here on earth, then everything else 
t~t  arises, keeping it all in perspective. 
Interpreting the news 
Seeki-ng a solution in Rhodesia 
LoNDoN joint U.S.-British ingly felt that the time now (CP) -- In timism here that the yen- The is short for a negotiated 
setting out again in search 
of a Rhodesian settlement, 
the British government is
trekking down a trail 
already littered with the 
bleached bones of past at- 
tempts. 
Foreign Secretary David 
Owen has announced that 
with United States upport a
new effort will be made to 
find a compromise between 
the white regime of Premier 
lan Smith and the black 
leaders of what is still 
• legally a British colony. 
But there is little op- 
ture would be any more 
successful than countless 
similar attempts in the past. 
More than one British 
prime minister believed 
agreement was in his grasp 
only to be disappointed by 
• Smith. 
It happened, last 
December when the Geneva 
conference arranged by 
Britain between white and 
black representat ives 
collapsed in deadlock over 
how power should be 
transferred from minority 
to majority government. 
The conference began• 
with the momentum created 
bh~e Henry Kissinger when 
former U.S. state 
secretary swept through 
southern Africa, pasting 
together the outlines of a 
possible settlement. But it 
failed. 
To scout the chances for 
another attempt, Owen 
himself visited the same 
countries and Rhodesia last 
month and returned to 
London to suggester hat a. 
new conference might be 
held, this time with the 
United States lending its 
authority as co~hairman. 
This plan fell when the 
leaders of the Patriotic 
Front--the black guerrilla 
movement--opposed ~ar- 
tieipation, o f  the Umted 
.States in what they insist is 
a dispute between them- 
selves and Britain as the re- 
sponsible colonial power. 
. The new initiative will 
consist of a small British 
working party of African 
experts, joined by a single 
US. offncial, which will 
roam through southern Af- 
rica trying to find a set- 
tlement formula. 
effort, says The Times, is 
"the best augury that 
British responsibility now m 
combined with American 
power." 
"That is the first condition 
of success and will be 
welcome to Africans who 
want a peaceful set- 
tlement•" 
But The Times adds that 
the great question is 
whether Smith is ready to 
stand own, either before or 
after an election, in favor of 
a black prime minister. 
In any case, "it is increas- 
settlement." 
The Financial Time~ is 
more pe~_ imistlc, sa~kg it 
is difficult o believe me new 
attempt will achievethat 
breakthrouth which eluded 
all it's pred~oos0rs. - 
The Guardian suggests, 
however," that working 
quietly without me lmblieity 
of a conference might bear 
more fruit this time. 
"Dr. Owen's _plan isl 
probably the best hing to do~ 
now," especially b~auas 
U.S. State Secretary Cyrus 
Vance has backed the plan. 
. 
mmm  
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Deep-rooted economic woes 
can't all,be  ha.ndled.. at 
..This is a selection of 
editorials on current opics, 
translated by The Canadian 
Press from the French- 
language press of Canada: 
T ro i s -R iv ie res  Le 
Nouvelliste: Although 
Premier Rene Levesque 
warned last month that the 
.population should not delude 
xtself into thinking that 
Quebec's May 24 to 26 
economic summit would 
solve all our problems, he 
recently felt optimistic 
enough to say that he 
imagined the meeting would 
not end in a total setback• 
The premier said the 
conference would focus on 
two themes: ,the economic 
situation and the social 
situation. 
, In the first case, dwin- 
~ll[ng" exports, the ex- 
ploitation of .the province's 
natural .~.resotirces, in- 
vestment• l~ssibilities and 
the admimstratinn of the 
economy will be discussed. 
In the second case, talks will 
focus on labor relations'in 
both the public and private 
sectors, the labor code and 
the health and welfare of 
workers. 
Those non.government 
representatives who have 
been invited to attend have 
not all reacted eagerly, but 
nonetheless, they have all 
confirmed that they will be 
there. 
The Conseil du Patronat 
du Quebec, the province's 
largest employer group has 
even proposed that such 
meetings be held an- 
nually .... 
The Quebec Federation of 
Labor, the Centrale des 
Syndicats Democratiques, 
the province's fourth largest 
labor organization, and the 
Union des Producteurs 
Agricoles. an agricultural 
producers' association will 
also have representatives at 
the conference, as will the 
more radical Quebec 
Teachers' Federation and 
the Confederation of 
National Trade Unions. 
Levesque should be given 
credit for this favorable 
event. He had the wisdom to 
outline his objectives and to 
propose them with humility 
... to listen to the points of 
views of the different 
organizations... 
in the usually stormy 
economic world of em- 
ployer-employee relations, 
we have ~inally been 
allowed a prudent op- 
timism. -- Claude Brnneau, 
May 2. 
Quebec Le Soleil: The 
publication of the white 
~ayper on language, followed 
Bill 1, has elicited from 
the public many questions 
pertaining to rights and 
privileges -- and to the 
protection and reaf- 
firmation of those rights and 
privileges .... 
The recriminations and 
affronts which followed the 
language charter -- and 
which continue to fill the air 
-- were to be expected. The 
proposed law's conception 
and methods of application 
have been denounced as an 
abuse of power ... and 
wasn't it Cultural 
Development Minister 
Camille Laurin who himself 
admitted "it isn't im- 
possible that we've gone too 
far ..... " 
The "national" problem 
of French Quebecers cen- 
tres on the concept of a 
"French state" and the 
construction of a real 
"French state•" 
Any efficient legislation 
must, above all else, be 
positive - not a burden to be 
shouldered by other ethnic 
groups that have joined in 
building Quebec .... The 
effectiveness of the 
legislation depends on 
conditions that only we 
francophones cau fulfil. 
In fact, the actual state of 
our language should be 
given more consideration... 
a language we are 
pretending todefend but one 
whose condition has become 
deplorable .... . 
No, there is nothing to be 
proud of in imbuing our 
language with honor of 
reducing it to a tribal slang 
in the name of "national 
identity".--Paul Lachance, 
May 4. 
Montreal La Presse: 
Cultural Development 
Minister Camille Laurin has 
been stressing for some 
time the importance of 
teaching English as a 
second language in the 
province's French schools. 
He has said he would like to 
see all Quebecers, including 
francophones, become 
bilingual. 
Bill I paves the nWa~'cl~ 
toward  F re  
unilingualism at an in- 
stitutional level, while 
simultaneously urging in- 
dividuals to seek com- 
• potency in both languages. In any event, when the 
In a certain sense, this is minister speaks of a general 
contrary to federal bilingualism ... he has in 
mindthat all those who have language policies which 
institutionalize bilingualism the capacity and the desire 
so that individuals can will be given'a chance to 
.remainunilingual French or become fully bilingual .... 
English. In Ottawa it has Nonetheless, what is 
been decided that the surprising is that Laurin-- 
government and its who says he is convinced 
machinery will function that English is of great 
bilingually so that in- importance -- did not point 
dividuals don't have to .... this out in Bill 1 -- as did the 
" - " authors of the Official 
Many French t~uebecers Language Act when they 
have long deplored the poor quality of English-language drew up their version of a 
language law. 
education in their schools. I am not the only one 
Given the importance of troubled by this. Le Centre 
English in North America, des Dirigeants d'Entreprise 
they would like to see the quality of English-language a francophone mployer's 
association has already 
instruction enhanced, made mention of this 
Certain people say a regrettable omission. 
general bilingualism in ~ If one trusts reports, 
Quebec threatens the• purity *~.Quebec s English-language 
of the French language.-schools have made con- 
This threat ~,oul¢l 'be siderable progress in recent 
minimized if we also con- years in their teaching of 
centrated on improving the French as a second 
condition of the French language. We should try to 
language and especially if do as well as they. There is 
French really becomes the no shame in learning from 
language of work and o thers . -  Vincent Prince, 
business in Ouebec. May 4. 
Dief says Canadians 
afraid to stand up 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Former 
prime minister John 
Diefenbaker says too many 
Canadians outside Quebec 
are afraid to take a stand 
against Quebec politicians 
these days because to do so 
"is to earn the designation 
of being racist, a fanatic or a 
bigot." 
v'I believe in responsible 
compromise," h.e. said 
Thursday in an address to 
the Ottawa Board of Trade, 
"but not submission to in- 
timidation." n 
"Too many politicians in 
high positions, both federal 
and provincial, with im- 
pending byelections or a 
general ~provincial election, 
are afratd to speak out less 
they lose votes." 
Five federal byelections 
in Quebec and one in Prince 
Edward Island are due May 
24 and the Ontario general 
election is June 9. 
As for the role of some 
politicians in France in 
suppor t ing -  Quebec 
separatism, Diefenbaker 
said the Canadian govern- 
ment should "tell France 
something about the role of 
Canada in the survival of 
France itself" in the two 
world wars. 
Tie noted Prime Minister 
Trudeau now was visiting 
Paris, following the much- 
publicized visit of Claude 
Morin, Quebec minister of 
intergovernment affairs. 
It was a case of "one 
minister (Morin) gets the' 
red carpet, one gets no 
carPet at a.l!." 
It was difficult o discover 
what the Parti Quebecois 
government really wants 
but Diefenbaker was con- 
fident "the heart of Quebec 
will not support 
separatism." 
Diafenbaker said Quebec 
now was talking about, 
economic union with 
Canada and the federal 
government should make 
clear "there can be no 
compromise on this 
question." 
,ono THIS WEEK 
Campagnolo from Ottawa 
over 400 of Skeena's university and high ~Jlool 
students will be busy at work this summer - 
beautifying our towns and c.ities and.perfm'min..~ 
co~t~ctive community work. 'me smaonm wm 
be on~ the job thanks to Young Canada Works, a 
federal job creation plan. Seveniy-~o Yom~ 
Cana~ Works projects were approvea tcr ~zeena 
last week and the federal government will pledge 
~69,000 towards salaries and services. . _. 
Students will be on the job from june mrouln 
September - _building .barn~, tea.ching .~af~..i 
constructing pmygrounas ana carving out umsm 
and exhibition grounds. 
The innovative nafure of the students' j ob  
proposals is to be commended. 
26 New Canada Works Projects Named ' 
In other areas, 26 new Canada Works projects 
have received funding following an increase in the, 
federal Canada Works budget for Skeena. (Our 
area received $858,000 earlier this spring for 34 Job' 
creation projects). Under augmented budgeting 
Skeena has received an additional ~38,614 will 
support projects which could not be funded" 
following the February Canada Works deadline. 
Gun Control Legislation 
The days of no.questions-asked gun sales wil l  
soon come to an end. 
New legislation proposed to Parliament will 
provide the public with protection against violence 
from guns purchased in the heat of anger. 
No one will be able to either purchase or borrow a 
gun without a Firearm Acquisition Certificate, 
which protects the public in two ways. First it 
ensures that people with a history of criminal 
violence or Violent mental instability will not be 
~,,,~ able to acquire arms at all.. ,Having, .to acqulro a 
~.~,,~ertiflcate, for these~who'Wil lbe~0W ed to*pur~ 
chase firearms, will, according to the new 
legislation, provide a "cooling off" period be:lure 
anyone can purchase or oorrow a firearm..AS a ,  
further safeguard, the federal government wm 
require that applicants for the l~.earm Acq.uin!tl..on 
Certificate successfully compmte a provmcmny 
approved hunter safety course or firearms com- 
petency test. 
I want to assure those of you who hunt and trap 
for a living that the emphasis of the new Bill is to 
prevent the criminal use of guns. It will not prevont 
serious hunters from pursuing .their sport or 




By BILL KING 
NDP House Leader 
One of the  basic 
responsibilities of citizen- 
.ship is the obligation, which 
we all share, to provide for 
the young. To do so fully we 
must recognize that young 
men and women enter 
adulthood and community 
life with special needs and 
special problems, not the 
least of which is their lack of 
experience and political 
strength. Until they can 
acquire experience and 
exercise pohtieal strength, 
they must be given the 
protection and en- 
couragement of the whole 
• community as their parents 
did when they were small 
children. 
During the current session 
of the Legislative Assembly, 
I have often been reminded 
of this traditional respon- 
sibility. I have had to ask 
myself and wonder with my 
colleagues how well we are 
assuming that respon- 
sibility. Are we providing 
the best possible op. 
portunities for the young? 
Are we leaving to them the 
kind Of communities which, 
by virtue of our collective 
wealth and knowledge, are 
their rightful inheritance? 
I am afraid I cannot 
always answer yes to such 
questions. 
The unemployment which 
is so prevelent throughout 
Canada, and particularly in 
British Columbia is an in- 
dication of how one 
generation is clearly failing 
another. One out of five 
persons between the ages of 
19 and 24is looking for work. 
These young men and 
women are learning some' 
very bitter lessons aSout he 
way we organize our 
economy in this country. 
They are at the bottom m 
the list in the demand for 
labour. They are abandoned 
by an uncurlng, anplemled 
economic structure which 
leaves them to shift as best 
they can. In every city and 
most of the smaller towns of 
B.C. today young people 
roam aimlessly., som • 
panhandle. A few turn 
crime. Many must 
recognize the irony that in a 
land rich in resoureen~ 
needing housing and 
hospitals and sehoo-is, their 
energies and willingness is 
igno~,d. 
I am sorry to repot, that 
neither the provincial .n~ 
the federal  governmen! 
seems to recognize this sad 
picture. The removal of' 
hundreds of millions of 
dollars from the consumer 
.o 
market - -  through in- 
creased auto insurance 
~ates, higher taxes and 
gher transpoHa tlon aria, 
energy coots -- has tn fac~ • 
been a major contributor to' 
this steadily 8rowing: 
unemployment. These 
measures may be balancing 
the books in Victoria but in 
the soul of the people there, 
is a great defieltl-, . 
Some will say: "Was Rum 
ever so?" Others will advise 
the young to move on as the 
young have been told for 
gene~ations in places l ike 
lrelahd and the Maritimes 
and Sicily. And indee_d' 
hundreds of young people 
are leaving their native' 
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Farming was once important .to the economy or the Terrace area.  Logging (note Skeena Forest Products mill grounds m picture} ns now me mares'ray. 
i30's farming meant  meeting costs 
By BILL MARLES 
Special to the Herald 
One of the most prominent pioneer 
families in Terrace is the Franks. They 
were farmers. Farming here has ba~f its 
upd and downs over the years. B~t the 
Franks stuck it out and over tl~ long 
term prospered. In 1965, the ye~t" Floyd 
Frank retired, they had 135 acres un_oer 
cultivation and 70 mature eo~vs. Tne 
farm had become so l~rusperous and 
therefore demanding, he had to give k 
uPl~lovd Frank was born in 1904 at Port 
supplying the stores with .fresh 
vegetables. Their place, located,.in', the 
Horseshoe area of town, has l~ni.~b- 
divided. .. 
C,H.* Thomas came from ~ce,  
Rupert in the twenties and went in~ the 
poultry businets with 1,000 slackens. 
James Mcconnell raised fruit ai~.had. 
500 chickens, Nigel Sherwood had 500 
chickens and also acted as the"town 
clerk• There were a number of other 
farms going too. . . 
-Hit by both natural and man-made 
disasters, many people gave up farming 
' at that time. But the Franks continued.. 
on the mouth of the Skeena ,Since there was not much else that could E/si  ? .....  
River. ~'our years later his fam'.fly came . be done, they just kept clearing land. 
to Terrace on the "Port ~!mpson It was heavy.work, jhere weren't bue 
tmddiewheeler and became me z.n~, t zegs in those days. The Frsml~.i used 
|am'fl~ 195~e~. lets j~, the ~p~Te.~ " 1~¢, s, ~,,. hand~ took:: and horses.~on:.logs . .~0:~.  
~ ~j~'~.;~va~,,il~, ~[ . : , : ,  :~eefeet :~ck ,  There ~ b ~ " ~  
~hite-child bas in  the area, .. to get rid of, too. But progress, was 
: AboutS0yearsago, inthe twenties, the gradually made. ' 
Franks were still in the, process ~ Land was cheap. Frank sayl:~)..p!e 
developing their farm. The y..had clear . would almost pay him to take |taft thew 
lS te 20 acres and bad about dve acres ot hands. So the Franks acq~td'.~ome 
potatoes and one acre of strawoerr!es..ln adjoining land. When wa~i~: (~l~,  e  
addition, they nan a zew sows.ann p~gs. Fraru~s were in a position ~ "[,IM me 
If the crop was poor, Flay o's ta.mer demand for farm p red.uc.ts, ' . "  i~ . . . :  
Would go logginggg.., iiinnn_ossttmnne Framing enjoyeo, a nit ol ~, BIINrm 
winter.esJeffHamnlln a t: it . after the Second World War, &Ml~ber 
ce after me Thompson came ~ Te.rra of Dutch immigrants came and~ y/0i-ked 
ht 20 acres First World War. They oo~.  . the land. But their children lmbe. not 
and went into partnership market continued and the old folk are reaching 
gardening. They did a good business retirement.age. .... .................. ]:  ............ 
People of that day were only making 
40 at 50 cents an hour. But married 
people made their meager incomes 
:stretch further by keeping ardens and 
chickens, and cows. They didn't huy 
everything from the store as many 
people do today. 
Frank notes that people are going 
back tO their gardens and even raising 
chickens now,-beeause Of the hlgh cost of 
food. 
Commercial farming in the Terrace 
: area continued strong until prices took a 
:~- tumble in the depression. It got to the 
!:i~ point where farmers were only making 
Floyd Frank ...... • enough to cover the cost of production. 
• " . , The depression hit the farmers sud- 
"Logging has killed farming here/' denly, The Kitsinnkalum Farn~ers. In- 
says Floyd Frank, "it's so much easier stitute, later to play an important raze in 
w~0rking eight hours a day, and you make ~the founding of the Terrace Coop,'had 
-:mbre mon~.  '~- '- "~: ~ ~ ' '~ ~ ; started ~b dO'itS own ordedng"b~feed, 
Strawberries we~ very  important, after finding the stores were charging 
• , - - ,  ,,*,,,,,~ ~oqn or '31 when the too much Frank ordered a six week 
depression hit. Terrace farmers used to supply of food for James McConne 
sinp as far as Edmonton. Alberta people ~chickeus. When he came back for 
found these berries had a better flavor, another order, he found McConnell had 
: "Strawberries could come back 
'because here the berries ripen and just 
come into peak production when the 
Fraser Valley.berries are going off 
market," says Frank. 
• Potatoes were also hig. Farmers here 
would send two, three or five or ten tons 
of potatoes to the wholesaler in Prince 
Rupert: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
gone out of business. 
Potatoes are an important crop today. 
But in the late twenties, a terrific in- 
festation of wireworms came and 
destroyed much of the potato crop.' 
Surprisingly enough the wireworms 
have now gone away on their own. But 
the potato industry is not what it once 
was.  
FORMER PREMIER ": 
' ce ge ks sile Lesa rea n 
to quest, on m[n,ster 
• audience to as - the language of tha Quebec : "QUEBEC (CP) . -  
Former  Liberal  premier governmental .Affairs people ... the very  in-.: 
J~n  Lesa~e broke years of Minister Claune ~orin to strument by which .they 
political mlence Thursday,. clarify what the. govern: have articulated ;"their 
voieing disagreement with ment's definition of identity." 
the government..definition of "Quebec people" is. .. 
who comprise me ~zue~ec Lesage, who was premier When lVlorin replied that 
PeOple. . . from 1960 to 1966, took ex- the language of the people of 
At a panel discussion on ception to the preamble of Quebec has historieally 
the. ~uture of Confederation the government's proposed been French, Lesage asked 
atUie annual meeting of the French language charter where the Inuit, ti~ Indians 
Bai: Association, LQU~be c which says: "The French and English-speaking 
rose from the language has always been Quebecers f i t in . , ; , ' .  e.sage ! ,- " • ' 
m .'. ' : : : ' , , " '  'm 
QUIET AREA IN TOWN ' ~ ~; m~. 
acre. 31xlrm. full bsmt. home. Fintshed / " -  
run'eus rm. wtlh Ioer & fireplace, ~ 
separate laundry rm., separate J~!  .~, 
wrksl~p rra, attao"~ecl carmrt & ~ t P ~  
sundock. Neat, dean & in ~calloN ~ ~.~".~.,. ~, 
~ l t lm.  ~m ~ ~1~ II call. ' 
~ 0  N~ . . . . .  :": . . . . . . .  : " ' . . . .  
w~need, #a~re~vesanmtum&~i  i 
flrepl ace, eIsulto plbg., patio doors ~ 
~,r~ ~ to~,~,~tr~ l~c~! ,~ I 
~ing  In thlS 3 bdrm. full 
~!~ a call m ~Is ~,  ~L~. | i 




PINCHER CREEK, Alta. 
(CP) - -  The pastoral far- 
ming and ranching country 
around this southern 
Alberta community is 
brewing up a storm about a 
proposed am on the Old- 
man River. 
A government report 
released last fall said more 
water is required for 
irrigation in the area and a 
dam is needed to increase 
the supply, preferably at the 
Three Rivers site below the 
confluence of the Oldman, 
Crows:mat and Castle 
Rivers. 
The 30 farming families 
who live in the Three Rivers 
district don't hink much of 
the idea. They have formed 
the Committee for the 
Preservation of Three 
Rivers and damn the. dam 
for the negative effect it 
would have on the local 
economy" and environment 
when 6,-900 acres are 
flooded and 22 farnls iorced 
to relocate.. 
Committee member Ron 
Buchanan said concerned 
residents are not anti- 
developers. They only want 
to see "good reasons, for 
orderly development with 
the least amount of 
damage." 
The committee, noting 
that irrigation is the biggest 
user of water in tile Oldman 
River basin, said a dam 
would not be needed if water 
was used more effectively, 
that two-thirds of the water 
now entering the irrigatio, 
system is lost before it 
reaches crops. 
Jake Thiessen, gerscrai 
manager of the St. Mary 
River Irrigation District, is 
somewhat annoyed at the 
publicity the preservation 
committee has been getting, 
at the expense of those with 
an opposing view. 
"All of southern Alberta 
would benefit" from an 
Oldman River reservoir," 
Thiessen said, "but most of 
us have gone unheard." 
The district, in a brief re- 
sponding to the government 
report, /said, additional 
water storage is:"definitely 
needed" if agriculture and 
related food-processing 
industries are to •have 
sustained growth in 
southern Alberta. 
The Alberta Irrigation 
Projects Association ex- 
pressed the opinion that all 
rivers in southern Alberta 
frontation'. The Three 
Rivers committee estimates 
about 150 billion gallons of 
water were wasted in the 
Oldman Basin irrigation 
districts in 1973. 
The ~t. Mary's River 
Irrigation District admits 
•ere  were losses in the 
system through seepage and 
weed growth but insists 
these can be controlled by 
canal lining. 
The district said on-farm 
irrigation efficiency has 
shown marked im- 
provement in the last 20 
years due to major in- 
vestments by farmers in  
sprinkler systems and land 
levelling. 
The district also had a re- 
sponge for dam opponents 
who po in t to  possime 
detrimental effects on the 
environment. • 
It suggests that 
"responsible decision 
m~er~ !ook bey~,nd verbal 
theatrics to deten. ine if the 
long-term benefits o! a proj- 
ect outweigh the. cegative 
effects." 
The district no:ca that the 
preliminary study gives the 
zmpression that a storage 
reservoir would have a 
negative ffect on hundreds 
of miles of natural stream 
channe] of the Oldmau 
}Liver and its tributarics, 
v:hen in actual fact a dam 
• would affect only the ares 
flooded by the reservoir--a 
mini1 p,~rt of the entire river 
v~dley. . . 
The St. Mary  group  pmnts  
to indications that storage 
reservoirs are valuable in 
terms of recreation--using 
U.S. bureau of reclamation 
records which show that 
recreation attendance at 
reclamation reservoirs in 
197:] was greater than at- 
tendance at all professional 
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SPRING SPECIAL 
Students'  or Salesmen's 
Desks 
all9" 
40"X20" Top Size: i must be regulated in order 
i to develop•even part of the i box & 1 file drawer 
' .  land classed as irrigable, w i th  hanging f i le  f rame.  
Efficiency of irrigation Phone 
has been a key point of ' " 
..................... _v.. ...... ....-. ........................... ' '  ........... " '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'."."~'f dispute in the darn con- 635-4222 
I ] " - -  I] ]1 
_ i'lUD N I I URR ! 
, ' ' 119"/6) L1D, 
HANDYMAN'S SPECIAL 
Lootodm P~l~-ha St. I~ ' l t r~ l l l  l~ls 
3 10drrn. home has • full hasem~,' 
electric heat & has had some 
remodelling. TO vlew ptmne 6err' 
~ .  lull pr;ce S2$,M0. 
! V~,~II kept 2 Ixlrm. home v~ttt cart~tl~, 
' nahJral 0as heafln0 & a s tn~K a~en 
acre Is traced 6, there tsa Oardm &a 
karmei for'dogs. For vie,~nD ~ 
I Llun~. 
Eig I~JAUTY ~flTH A'DIFFERENCE A ~ Ix)rim with 4 Ix~'ms,, flrelg'ac~ 6,all the trlmmln~, lust too cliff~reN' to cle~'i~e b~ ~ 10e fully , ~q~roclotodwlthviowino, Omtz~ Rusty 
Uungh to show you ~ls attractive 
listing. 
, . • ," .V ' ;, ' 
V O T E  *' .;" N.  ~d.~ - -  ~ :~. . - - - :~- - -7 .  : - "  . . . . .  , " : "  " ~. ' , "  ,. . H0ve a look at fills Ix'and new 3_bdrm. . . .  i, ' '~"  - ..... • V¢CONNELL AVE. ~ .. ' . ;  :,.', ' 1346 SOl. ft. home. It m a 5 ~: - - - . : . .  . .~. 3 ~ . , f u l l ~ . , ~ V 3 ~ . ~ d ~ i ~ " ~  
: :~. ,. ~ ~x.  ~ .  Carpet 6. v l n ~  ~ , ~  ~ ,  ~llt.ln d i ~ .  ~t lo  ~ ~ m l / i a  
" ' "  t o ~ v . ~ ~ .  . ~ i ~ • • 
i V ~  "  Lr:. 
as  4 ~ • 51~'ldan, - -  ~ i i~  HM ~" -~,v~, .~.~ ~ L Im~) ,  • i - - - . - - . - - . -  
' ' . " . . ,~  .,um~ " ' , 
': , mmyrmremdra~Fulltsmt.lsfinlmedi delightful kitchen, family rm. v, tth all ~ plus enSuito. Kitchen Is bsmt A]soofflmorstudyroomonmsln 
tolndudedel, large r tm~rm.~th[  flreplace, alsoarurnlx~rm.,l~throom sf~ousw~thlo~of ~ .  I]sml. fk~or. I:~ carport 20'x28' v~rm, in. 
• ~' W,  gam~ rm., blhrnt & Morage| wl~ shower In bsn~,, st~leck over f l~ l~ .~.  I~M2~m~, : . .~  &rec sut-,t~ 8, t~,~t~ ~'k~nop at r~r  of 
arm ~us fu, v f~r~shad re=dry ar~, cs~rt,.c~,W f~x~n~ , .c~r~. r~ ~rm.~'~_ t°~. .°Y~.  ~II "~. *~' m~r~. ~r;~o ~ ~,~ ~mt,cal*y 
: OM1~w~lllndudeMo~',frl~g~,dlsh. ~&land~yan Jwmz4x16 w'a~es. ~or ~mimme urea s,o, .~. ~ .~ l l~x~l~,  
L ~ ,  ~ ,  ~,  ~ ~.  Call ~or~U~. ,~ l loca~ pointmmt ov]ewmntact ~ Currle. 
D.v~ln NcQ:)II to view thll e~MIint all sch~s. Give Bob g'~erlcWl a call 
i family home. see 4819 Smlt A~. - ,, . .  . 
I~VENING PHONES 
" " ' " ~" ' ' " " ' John t'~n'!o 435-~665 ~b Sher idan .  63s.z664 9err Liungh 635.STS4 Ru:¢,  ' '~:,;gh 63s.S754 
LOCATED ON OeAO INO STRrdrr 
~ 2 ~ms.  on rns~ f~ & 2 ~  
i peflrm, Alcan sldlro 6, attached cerp0rt. 
~ l  price t~,00~ Cmtact Rtnt/L.Im01~ 
to view. 
. ~ "  ~. I r  ~ ,~ 
rm. &~h lecatedon MF. Bsml. ISUI 
f ~isl~clwlh'l 2 additional bc~ms., ~ | 
I~naYy arm. Serrate bsmt. mh'ance 
Large cov~ed storage area at rwrg  
house. Owe" has wlced to s41l 
S~,9C0. For full ;:~licalars .& ap 
m;ntmmt to view aonlact ~ Cunde, 
'Dwain  Mcco ,  6~-~ "::, 
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:~!:...:.:.:.:.:.:.:...:~:.:.:.:.....:.~.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:.:`..:.:.....;...~:.......:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.z.:.:.~ :':'~ • FLYERS '  ASSISTANT'COACH 
::: - . ' - " ' - -~" -  ~' I ~, 
Barry Ashbee Felled by leukemia 
i!i ~ :Si~i ~ ~i PHILADELPHIA (AP) -  with Hershey Bears of the before rebeunding to win the in thu dressing, room," . 'TII tell you .~e same pre rmg. f:~tsh:ritehsrdg ame 
uarry Asnbee, assistant American Hockey Leal~ue. next tour games. " Cl_arke said."um ne mid the thing l told the guys on the of ~e~r fm • 
I! and  our  Env i ronment  ii! coao. ana mrmer amen- L.Ie sunerea an eye injury "It is b no means players, 'The last thing I team," he said to a silent, h Scott ceman with Philadelphia during the 1974 playoffs hopeless," vYner said then. want is sym ath ."' shufflin ack m re~rters. Montreal c .oac  . . . . .  Y 
Flyers of the National when the Fiyers won its first Ashbee, a Toronto native, Ashbee's Pwaif~, Donna, "Don't gf~l sorrry for ne Bowman said . . . . .  s 
Hockey League, died Stanley Cup, and retired as began his pro career with was at his bedside when be because I'm going to beat "shaken by the news;" ., 
Thursday of leukemia. He a player. He had been Kingston Frontenacs of the died. He also is survived by this thin~. ~ 
was 37. asmstant coach since then. old Eastern Pro League in two children, Heather 15, Boston defenceman Brad ii Park said: 'What a shame The C.N.R. extension orth of Terrace, the steel 
mill and now the Kitirnat to Edmonton oil pipeline 
are all massive developments• which have been 
proposed for the northwest, with varying degrees of 
acceptance by the people. 
The C.N.R. extension caused a stir among the 
Nishga Indians of the Nass Valley who said, "Our 
Land Claims must be settled before the railroad 
extends its right-a-way through our valley". 
Environmental  and outdoor organizations 
reacted strongly against the Nippon-Kokan steel 
mill proposal for either Kitimat or Pr. George, for a. 
variety of reasons. The most prominent was the 
social impact of the huge mill, which would directly 
add more than 12,000 people to the commuhity 
where it would be built. As well, the mill would 
have posed a serious threat to air and water 
quality, while using immense amounts of electrical 
energy. This, in turn, could have triggered con- 
struction of a large power project in the province. 
On the issue of the off pipeline, the controversy 
has been so well documented over the past year, I 
will refrain from going into the reasons for or 
against it, as I am sure you are well informed on 
the argument~ that have been put forward. 
What ! would like to address my column to is the 
polarization of attitude about how our country, 
province and region should be developed. 
Environmentalists are accused of being against 
all development. Business leaders, most 
politicians and many community organizations 
have been painted as being in favour of most 
developmentsand only paying lip-service to the 
environment and social issues. 
Obviously both assumptions are incorrect: there 
are very responsible people on both sides of the 
fence. Unfortunately, a very similar parallel exists • 
between the anti-developers and the pro-developers 
as to that which exists in polities in our province. In 
British Columbia politics, people are drifting more 
and more to either the left or right of center, voting 
on one hand for the Social Credit party or on the 
other for the N.D.P Both parties have some ex- 
treme points of view which enhance the 
polarization of people. It seems trange and it is 
sad that people who care how this province is being 
developed are fighting each other, either politically 
or through issues, such as the oil pipeline. 
It is understandable that an out-of-work in- 
dividual may look favourably at any form of in- 
dustrial development to solve his or her personal 
problems. While on the other hand, is equally 
understandable that an individual with a secure 
and stable income may be choosier as to what*may 
be acceptable. We are living in a period of high 
unemplyment both nationally and regionally. 
To solve this problem, do we accept any form of 
development that comes our way, regardless of the 
social or environmental consequences? Or do we 
all dig in and have a close look at the lifestyles we 
are living and question the kind of country we are 
making for present and future generations of 
Canadians? 
Are the organized workers asking for. too much? 
Are business people pre-occupied with the high 
profit margin - oblivious to the social and en- 
vironmental problems, and for that matter, ethical 
standards Which breed trust and cooperation? Are 
we all guilty of expecting too much from our 
country? Can we continue to use up our non- 
renewable resources at an ever increasing rate and 
expect renewable resources to be harvested and 
extracted to their very limit? 
The greatest single problem seems to be the 
single-minded, narrow approach by most of us. 
For example, sports fishermen want more f i sh  
and blame the commercial fishermen for the '  
decline in steelhead and salmon. Yet they are. 
unwilling to accept the fact that they may be 
contributing to the decline- albeit in a small way, 
by comparison. The organized worker may say, I 
am not getting my fair share from the economy and 
pressures his or her employer for a larger 
paycheqye. Business leaders balk at development 
if royalties and taxes reduce their profit margin. 
Is it possible for those of us who live in Terrace 
and Kitimat to somehow get together and work 
towards asound and viable lifestyle and economy? 
Possibly we would be better off if we pushed for 
development which is more in harmony with the 
region rather than waiting for crumbs to be thrown 
our way. As well, environmental nd outdoor clubs 
should be brought into the picture before decisions 
are made. 
A good example is the proposed B.C. Ferry 
Terminal for Kitimat. The Steelhead Society of 
B.C. supports this development, but is disap~inted 
to learn that it could be constructed east of the 
Eurocan dock, directly into the Kitimat River 
estuary. Is it any wonder than environmental 
groups, such as the Steelhead Society, oppose so 
many developments? 
On the oil pipeline issue, I understand that our 
MLA, Cyril Shelford, may be organizing a survey to 
see how many people are in ,favour of the pipeline. 
By doing so, he may be creating more hostility and 
controversy. I suggest Mr. Shelford would be doing 
a greater service for his constituency if he were to 
solicit ideas from the voting public on how the 
Terrace and Kitimat region should be developed, A 
number of ideas such as a plywood mill, a cedar 
manufacturing plant, more farming in the area, 
and further development of the tourist industry are 
areas that could be explored. Rather than en- 
couragi:~g more disunity and controversy through a 
survey ~m t.hgse for or against he oil pipeline, more 
effort ,.hould be made to get people together 
wor:.:':~.: lowards some common goals and urge 
comp:'~ :::~e rather than polarization, 
Ashbee learned he had the 
disease April 12 but ex- 
pressed confidence he could 
lick it. 
However, two massive do- 
sages of chemotherapy 
failed to arrest the 
spreading cancer. 
Ashbee came to the Flyers 
in 1971 after seven seasons 
Dr. Edward Viner, team 
phys ic ian ,  pub l i c ly  
disclosed Ashbee's condition 
during the Stanley Cup 
quarter-final playoff series 
With Toronto Maple Leafs. 
Flyers "lost the following 
game at home and trailed 2- 
o in the best-of-seven series 
. 1959 after completing his 
junior eligibility with Barrie 
Flyers of the Ond tario 
Horkey Assciation Junior A 
Series. 
Flyers' naptain Bobby 
Clarke broke the news to the 
team the day Ashbee's 
illness was diagnosed. 
':There was" total silence 
and Danny, 12. 
Ashbee didn't break into 
the the NHL until he was 31. 
He spent most of his career 
in places like Hei'shey and 
Kingston. 
After learning of his 
illness, Ashbse caned a 
news conference in his room 
at Hohaemann Hosnital. 
BOSTON (CP) -- Guy 
Lafleur scored two goals 
and assisted on efforts by 
Steve Shutt and Jacques 
Lemaire on Thursday mght 
as Montreal Canadiens. 
downed Boston Brutus 4-2 to 
DEFEAT BRUINS, 4.2 
Canadiens hold firm grasp 
Gregg Sheppard scored i~ did so from the outset, fired his eighth goal of the 
the in the second period for 
Boston with Peter McNab 
gw•e.tting the game's final goal th 1:26 to play after 
Lafleur had scored his 
second of the night with 7:08 
Twelve minor penalties 
were called in the opening 
period, including seven in 
the first 9s/z minutes. 
The Canadie'ns, who had 
seven power-play goals in 46 
chances in their fwst 12 
playoffs at 7: 58. . 
.Cheevers could not handle 
a blast from the left-wing 
circle by Lemaire and 
directed the rebound to 
Shutt on the.rightwing side 
and be steered the puck into 
• "I'm going to walk out of 
here and rll have this 
thinglicked. I want o ready 
for the parade when we win 
the Stanley Cup." 
The •news of Ashbee's 
death saddened Stanley Cup 
headquarters in" Boston, 
where the Bruins and 
Montreal Cunadiens were 
that is. I was playing for the 
Rangers when the Flyers 
had that night for him in 
Philadelphia. I gave him a 
plaque and remember being 
upset then that he couldn't 
play because ofhis eye. All I 
can say is my best to his 
family.'" 
TROUBLED NHL TEAM 
UNDER NEW OWNERS 
NEW YORK (CP) -- The Barons from the NHL when 
National Hockey League's 
board of governors ap- 
proved Thursday the con- 
ditional sale of the troubled 
Cleveland Barons franchise 
to Sunford Greenberg and 
associates provided that the 
the team was floundering in 
Oakland and he moved the 
franchise to the Cleveland 
suburb of Richfield. But he 
lost close to $7 million 
operating the last.place 
club, including about $3 5 
million this season. take a 3-0 stranglehold in remaining, new group can come up with 
their best-of-seven National After Montreal's outburst playoff games, got all their the open net. $3 million by June 8. Crowds averaged u,der 
Hockey League Stanley Cup in the first, there was little goals in the period holding a Lemaire closed out the The Clevel'and situation 6,000 this season and it takes 
final senes, in the way of sustained man advantage. . scoring at 18:26 when he took up a major, portion of close to 12,000, depending on 
• 'm*e C~nodiens ha,,e a action. The third period was .Th..e first was Lafleur's knocked own apass frbm the twoday.,~governors the ticket prices, to ,reaK 
. . . . . . . .  • "q-'~-rl" dull With few eignm as ne ~at  uneevers Guy Lapointe and drilled a meeting. By a unanimous even. 
chance to wrap up the series ~"'."'~" J . . . . . .  from dee-" in the dght-win" shot from the leftwing circle vote exeept for one or two NHL owners and th, 
and gain their 2Oth Stanley scoring opportnnmes, circlp- ~1~ 4"f~ ,~nne A .~ by Cheevers. . abstentions, the governors players association had to " 
Cup in the fourth game .~ A sellout crowd of 14,597 ]lrsi~q"d~"fs~'r-~m~-&'-W~,'k, The Brutus, frustrated by sought to keep the Barons in bail him out last February 
Saturday night, saw the Brutus direct 25 .~-,~;~"h'~,"~,~"~,"~': Dryden's harp goaltending the league for at least an- to allow the team to finish, 
The much-promised shots at Ken Dryden while ne"~mi".a~'~ -- '~' . . . . . . . . .  t ... .. in the opening period, got other season by setting rain- providing •nearly $1 millio, 
violence by the Brnins never Montreal managed 19 a Aft#~- th,, ~',.,,;,~ ,~;~,~d .the lunge goal of an imum conditions for the m new money. 
- -  vers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  came to fruition after they Gerry Clme . on a couple of good up.- uneventful second session transfer'of ownership. Campbell made it clear 
fell behind early. Part of the It was obvious thai portunities to tie up the when Sheppard directed NHL  president Clarence that the leag.ue, is not abou~ 
reason was that the officials referee Bob Myers was score, including two tries by Rick Middleton's pass Campbell told a press to go througn me same ris- 
were calling every in- under instructions to keep a Bobby Schmautz that behind Dryden with 6:32 conference shortly after the again and wants the money 
fraction early, tight rein on the game and missed by inches, Shutt gone. meetings ended that it's now up front before new owners 
The goal appeared to pick up to Greenberg and his take over.. " ' 
NEW CFL RULE up the Bruins momentarily partners to make the deal a Before the meeting ad- 
and they buzzed the Mort- reality, journed, the NHL an- 
._~ ~_ j~.~ _ : treal net for about 90 Campbellsald that Green- nounced that it was post- One extra C.onualun scconds afterthegoalbut  berg, a Washington poning its amateur draft by 
failed to get another, businessman, and his group a little more than two weeks 
f o r  e a c h  gr d team Boston played without the have some financial toallowforthesettlement.of services Of defenceman obligations to fulfil. "The the Cleveland problem. It 
Mike Milbury, who sat out total amount of money will be held on June 14 in- 
an automatic one-game available has to be iden- stead of May 26. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- proposal of adding one room, althongl~ in ~m case Suspension after picking up tiffed and the people who Campbell said in a 
The Canadian Football Canadian in meetings standing room actuany his second game misconduct provide it and so on. Andit's statement that the reason 
League executive corn- Wednesday and the adoption means there will be seats in of the playoffs Tuesday got to be escrowed." for the delay was simply to 
' " " " i ' '  m~ttee voted unanimously by the executive committee ,those areas of the stud un~. night. Campbell placed the allow for enough time 
Thursday to add one Thursday was a formalit Ticket prices this year ~or Doug Risebrough and Bill immediatefigui'e in the deal between ow and the end of 
Canadian player to the Gaudaur also announced the Grey Cup are in the $24, Nyrop did not dress for the at approximately $3million the annual meetings in Mort 
active roster of each team that the CFL had set ticket $18 and $12 price ranges, C a n a ~d,e ~ s. N y r o p and the total obligations treal on June 8 for "many 
this season, the first roster prices for the 1977 Grey Cup with all $24 seats situated aggrevar_ed a pulled ~uscle involved in the sale by the matters to be settled 
change in 10 years for the game for the CFL champion between the goal lines, in his side Tuesday ~,~d present majority owner, regarding the disposition of 
nine-member league. -ship at the Olympic The CFL•also adopted a Risebrd~h hurt his righ~ Mel .Swig, at closer to $5 matters peTtaining to. the 
Commissioner Jake.  Stadium ' resolution calling ' for knee,*an~ club offmluls,de~., imillion. ~:~-~ ,~,':.~::~Clevelad~'!o]~¢lusd~ran-,,~v 
Gaudaur told a news con- in Montreal. Ticket prices players on negotiation l i s ts  cided Thursday 'that" h'e' Swig purchased the chieF.'; 
ference that the reserve list Will to be offered contracts could not dress. , 
of two Canadian players, range from $12 to $24 with a "deemed to be considered = 
adopted as a one-year 
measure in 1976, would i~ 
discontinued. 
CFL teams now will carry 
18 Canadians and 15 imports 
this season. The 33 players 
will be the most league 
members have ever carried. 
"The reserve list was a 
oneyear thing that was 
taken as a bylaw, not a 
resolution,,last year," said 
Gaudaur. The conferences 
agreed that to add another 
Canadian to the active 
roster would mean the 
teams could not carry the 
two reserves." 
The Western and Eastern 
Football Conferences both 
agreed to support the 
ofl•sible gross gate revenue 
$1.2 million. Gaudaur said 
The 1976 Grey Cup game 
at Toronto's CNE stadium would he determined by the 
• grossed just over $1 million, player's experience in the 
with thetop ticket priced at CFL and the position he 
$32,; " plays. 
The $2 increase has been In past years teams have 
a steady progi'ession each keptplayers on their 20-man 
year," said Gaudaur. "We negotiation list for un- 
don't think it's out of line determined periods while 
with the rising costs of not making contract offers. 
staging our championship Now teams must make. a 
game." contract offer or the corn- 
The commissioner said missioner's office will take 
there are 57,000 permanent the player's name off the 
seats for football in the negotiation list of that 
Olympic Stadium and there particular club. 
will be another 6,000 seats Gaudaur also said players 
for "so-called standing putonwaiverswithoutnght 
of recall must be notified by 
the club. in writing. 
Previously teams did not 
have to tell a player when 
BASEBALL 
Braves finally break 
their losing habits 
Dave Lopes and "Reggie 
' Smith hit first-inning home 
runs to powe/" the Dodger 
victory. , 
San Diego s Tom Griffin 
held New York to just three 
hits through the first seven 
innings and blasted a home 
run as the Padres defeated 
reasonable by the commis- ORTHWEST sinner's office." 
a OOMMUNITY reasonable contract offer OOLLEGE 
Northwest College serves the region from Queen Charloffe islands to 
Houson. The major physical facilities are in Terrace, but there are 
substantial programs in the other communities in the College region. 
Total fuji and part.time enrolment is about 1500 students. 
The college has vacancies in the following positions: 
Oo.ordinator of Vocational and Trades Training Programs 
this procedure was used. 
Also adopted was a 
resolution that says players_ 
may be placed on the retired 
list up until midnight of a 
team's first scheduled 
league game. In other years 
the names had to. be. sub- 
mitted by June 15, or the 
player couldn't come back 
and play in that particular 
season. 
Gaudaur said he hoped 
the Mets 5-2. Padres negotiations would soon 
reliever Rollie Fingers gave begin for a new television 
up a two-run homer to New contract for the league. The 
York's John Mflner in the present  th ree-year  
eighth to spoil the shutout, agreement with the CBC for 
" $4.5 million expires at the 
Three St. Louis pitchers-- end 'of the current season. 
John D'Acquisto, Buddy The CBC allowed the 
Schultz and AI Hrabosky-- private CTV network to 
teamed to toss a one-hitter televise some CFL games in 
as the Cardinals routed an agreement between the 
Cincinnati Red 10-1. networks. 
,,i; ¸¸  .... 
,i:' ) . / :  i ¢ I  '-": =, 
,. SK i  E; S.=:,;-:,'OiRTS 
Has an Opening 
for a Permanent 
SALESCLERK 
Atlanta Braves, playing 
under their third manager 
in as many games, snapped 
a 17-game losing streak 
Thursday with a 6-1. 
National League baseball 
victory over Pittsburgh 
Pirates. 
Braves pitcher Max Leon 
drove in three runs and 
Duties: This is a new position. The appointee will be expected to 
develop and co-ordinate vocational and trades programs 
in the various communities served by the College. Con- 
siderable travel in the College region will be necessary. 
Qualifications: Preference will be given to persons with experience in 
', industry or business as well as teaching and ad- 
ministrative experience in the vocational area. 
Salary: The appointee will be placed on the vocational salary scale 
according to training and experience. 
Appointment Date: July 1, 1977. 
combined with reliever Rick 
Camptolimit the Pirates to 
four hits. 
Champagne flowed in the 
Braves dressing room after 
the victory, which came 
with third base coach Vern 
Benson handling the 
managerial chores. Club 
owner Ted Turner gave 
Manager Dave Bristol a 10- 
day "rest" Tuesday after 
the Braves had lost 16 
straight. Then Turner 
managed the team to its 17th 
consecutive loss Wed- 
nesday. 
But 'ru~er was ordered to 
give up the job by National 
League president Chub 
Feeney shortly before the 
Braves took the field against 
the Pirates Thursday,. 
Atlanta snappea Pitt- 
sburgh's It-game winning 
streak, sealing the victory 
with a four-run rally in the 
eighth, sparked by Leon's 
two-run single. 
Don Sutton needed last- 
out help from Mike Garman 
as Los Angeles Dodgers 
downed Montreal Expos 8-2. 
Apply at 
4736 Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
Ph. 655-5848 
00unsellor 
Duties: This is a new position, the Appointee will be the only full. 
time Counsellor at the College, and will be responsible to 
the Director of Student Services. Duties will involve 
J program and job and career counselling, as well as ad. 
vising students regarding financial aid. Most of the duties 
will involve working with Vocational and Trades Training 
students. 
Qualifications: Preference will be given to persons with experience in 
counselling vocational and trades training students. 
Salary:. Commensurate with qualifications and experience. 
Appointment Date: July 1, 1977 
Peyohology Instruotor 
Duties: Teaching first and second year psychology courses in 
various communities served by the College. Considerable 
travel and evening teaching may be required. 
Qualifications: M.A. in psychology, 
, Salary: According to scale to be negotiated with Faculty. 
Appointment Date: August 15, 1977. 
Apply with curriculum vitae and names of three referees to: 
Dr. D.V. George 
Principal 
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Terrace Swimming Pool in 
eoi~junetion, with canoe 
Safety Week, the  B .C .  
Canoeing Association will be 
hulding 2 clinics each day on 
Sattwday and Sunday. The 
attendance for the spec- 
tators is free and the 
demo~tration will include 
basic paddling ..techniques, 
q.afet~ .preeaations and 
different types ot mesavmg 
 c ets. 
The Instructors will also 
show the different methods 
of righting overturned 
canoes from the water and 
from another canoe and in 
addition will be on hand at 
the .  completion of the 
demonstration to talk to 
interested people about 
TERRACE SWIMMING POOL BASEBALL 
Clinics in canoe safety 
The Terrace Rod's open 
at the canoes and information week will be as follows:- the season this weekend Judy in New Zealand, Keith 
in Canada. They coached at 
the 'West Vancouver 
• Recreation Centre for 
several years• where they 
developed a gymnastics 
programme involving 750 
participants annually. 
Judy is free lance 
coaching this year in both 
areas of gymnastics and 
fitness and has been in- 
volved in Modern Rhyth- 
mical Gymnastics. 
Keith, who is currently on 
faculty in the School of P.E. 
and Recreation at U.B.C., 
has coached many nit 
al gold medalists. He has 
been coach of the Canadian 
Natidnal Team against 
China and Rumania as well 
as separate tours of China, 
Russia and Japan. Keith is 
also "Master Instructor" on 
the Level I Theory Course of 
the National Coaching 
Certification Programme• 
Both Judy and Keith have 
a strong background in 
Recreat iona l  and  
Educational gymnasts and 
are indeed" very ex- 
perienced. 
Any person wishing to 
attend any of the session 
should contact Less Orr by 
phoning 635-6866 durings 
weekdays, this !s another 
first class servtce being 
offered in this area, so 
please show your interest 
and come along and get 
involved. 
when they travel to 
Smithers to meet the 
Glaciers in a Bulkley Valley 
League doubleheader. The 
Rod's once again have a 
strong entry and are looking 
forward to defending their 
championship status. With 
the addition of three teams, 
Red's manager, Red 
L'Estrange, admits that 
things will be tougher but 
he's still looking toward a 
very successful season. 
The other Terrace entry, 
the junior team coached by 
Colin Chasteauneut, opens 
at home against the 
Morricetown Grizzlies, also 
a junior club. Houston meets 
the Morricetown Cubs and 
Hazelton has a by. 
PeTirtaiuing to canoe safety. Saturday + 9:00-12:00 rues fo  the clinic are noon, 1:30-4:30 pro, 6:30-9:30 
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm and 6:30 pm. 
,~  - 7:30 pm on both Sunday - 9:00-12:00 noon, 
turday and Sunday; in 1:~-4:30 pro. 
addition there will also be a Weekdays i.e. Monday to 
display of equipment in the Thursday will be reserved 
front foyer andobservatinn as Professional Days or In 
areafrom12nto3:00td5:30 Service Workshops for 
-8:30pm, sovisitthe pool on School Boards and or 
Saturday and Sunday, you Recreation •Dept. and the 
might saye a life as a result evenings will include clinics 
of information obtained, for competitive coaches and 
The B.C. Gymnastics athletes and a level ITbeory 
Association is sponsoring a, Coaching Certif ication 
series of Gymnastics Course with a strong era- 
courses in Northern B.C. phesis on gymnastics. 
from late May to mid June. The courses will be under 
The course conductors will the direction of Keith and 
be in Terrace from Saturday Judy Russell, Keith and 
~.28th  to Thursday June Judy have both been 
The format for the nationally rated gymnasts, 
Although all but 50 professional hockey players 
are either on the links or resting easy, the 
National Hockey League is hardly a quieter 
scene. The managerial staff of each club is just 
beginning perhaps the hardest part of their 
season as they prepare to make their picks from 
the junior ranks. Carefully going over pages and 
pages nf scouting reports, hoping to be able to 
produce the next superstar, the managers 
skilfully apply their hockey knowledge. 
These men, along with their coaches and 
scouts, know every hockey player of any calibre 
and have always got a favorite type of man. They 
look not only forgood hockey players, but for the 
kind that will best suit their particular style of 
PLATINUM JET CANADA MAY PULL OUT game. Depending on the team's type of game a 
forechecker, ala Doug Jarvis, may be drafted 
before a goal scorer; a Bob Baun type defen- NOW JUST A RAM" Location-less world tourney 
: LOS ANGELES (AP) -- high salary he received in • 
JOe Namath, one of the most New York and would go no ! oon --=   her.=..a,ear cous |ng  heedeches  for  un lo rs  
Namath was said to be i~. ~y~s ever in pro tooth.all, 
bfficially became a member 
6f: Loe" Angeles Rams when 
~er  Carroll Roeenbloom 
announced Thursday the 
cplarterbaek had agreed to 
t~ms. th The 34.year-uld Nama , 
"known as Broadway Joe 
during his long tenure with 
New York Jets, thus will end 
his " National Football 
League career as Hollywood 
"Besides the scheduling 
thing, we haven't even' been 
told if we are to put together 
a team to represent 
Canada," Chynoweth said. 
"We happen to think we are 
capable of running the tour- 
nament, but we need some 
answers right now so that 
we can take the appropriate 
steps." 
Gordon Jukes of Ottawa, 
executive secretary of the 
Canada Amateur Hockey 
Association, said the delay 
by the international com- 
mittee of Hockey Canada is 
"endangering the structure 
of junior' hockey in 
Canada." 
"One of tke reasons for 
COUNTING DOWN 
TO QUEEN'S PLATE 
TORONTO (CP) -  As of 
May I, 67 three-year-olds 
ren~ain eligible for the 118th 
running of the Queen's 
Plate, North America's 
oldest co.ntinuously run 
stakes race. 
And the Ontario Jockey 
Club's price-makers, Joe 
Holmes and Don Stansfield, 
still think that Sound 
Reason, 'last season's 
champion two-year-old colt 
in Canada, is the horse to 
beat on June 25 at Woodbine. 
Sound Reason, owned by 
Jack Stafford of Toronto and ~ 
trained by Gil Rowntree, 
was the Queen's Plate 
winterbook pick at 3 to 1. 
Sound Reason, now is the 2- 
to-1 favorite for the 1|/4mile 
Canadian classic. " 
Gibo~ee, second .in the 
Flamingo to Seattle Slew, 
the Kentucky Derby winner, • 
is second choice, at 5 to 2. In 
the winterbook Giboulee 
was third choice in the Plate 
The 1977 Queen's Plate is 
now worth $115,135. That 
figure will increase two 
days before the Queen's 
Plate is run, when owners 
must pay $2,000 for each en- 
trant• 
The Queen's Plate closed 
with 381 nominees. That 
number was reduced to 136 
on Dec. 31, 1976. 
The record purse for the 
Plate is $145,525, set in 1974. 
Fillies Northernette and 
Loudrangle remain fourth 
and fifth respectively in the 
revised list of-odds. ' ' 
Sound Reason, in the 
.money 10 Of 12 times as a 
juvenile and earned 
$149,843, rnade his three- 
year-old ebut in the seven 
furlong Queenston Stakes at 
Greenwood on April 30, after 
wintering at Aiken, S.C. The 
colt finished strong to defeat 
Pro Consul. 
Early this week, Sound 
Reason worked seven 
the delay over the last five 
months is that if the IIHF 
wants eight teams in the 
tournament," said Jukes. 
"Hockey Canada believes 
there are only four strong 
junior hockey countries in 




The Terrace Fastball 
Association is holding a 
mini-tournament this 
weekend at Riverside Park. 
Four local teams will 
participate; two from 
Terrace and two from 
Kitimat. 
The action begins 
Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m. 
When the Skeena 
Cedarkings play the Kitimat 
Merchants. At 4 p.m. the 
Kitimat junior team meets 
Lakelse Hotel and the 6 
o'clock game sees Skeena 
and Lakelse clashing. 
Weekend passes for the 
tourney are two dollars. 
The regular fastb'all 
season will begin on May 17 
and will' involve the same 
four teams.. . ... 
willing t~ take ,less money 
because playing in Los 
Angeles would put him in 
closer contact with the 
motion victure and tele- 
vision industries. 
Namath will be one of four 
Los Angeles quarterbacks. 
Pat Haden was the starter 
at the end .of last season 
when the Rams reached the 
National Conference finals, 
and James Harris was his 
baek-up. The Rams also 
selected Nebraska quar- 
terhack Vince Ferragamo in
the college draft. 
Namath'f roltwith the 
team was not clearly 
defined but it was believed 
he whxwpnosrybehind and 
instruct Haden, the Rhodes 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
The Canadian Major Junior 
Hockey League (.CIVlJHL), 
representing the top 32 
junior teams in the country, 
Thursd~iy threatened to pull 
out its support of the next 
world junior cham- 
pionships, scheduled for 
Canada late this year. 
• Ed Chynoweth of Calgary, 
chairman of the Western 
Canada Hockey League, 
told a news conference the 
CMJHL will be sending a 
telegram to Doug Fisher, 
cbmrman of Hockey 
Canada, demanding an- 
swers to several pressing 
problems concerning the 
world tournament by May 
24. 
odds at5 to 1. furlongSout the milein 1:23in 3-51:37.and went I 
FI .use is l id Conn Smyt~e's Lucky Giboulee, a son of N O r - w a s  thern Dancer, rearm contro e North Man the win- is being 
O z~'lre . terbook second choice, at 4 pointed to the Plate Trial on for soc,ety's pr c t t o n  tol. The Don Walker-traind June 12. The J acques  colt remains at the same Dumas-trained colt was 
odd, but it's likely an injury beaten just seven lengths in 
OTTAWA" (CP) -- "But (Justice Minister tests and licences which to will force him to the the Kentucky Derby after [ 
wending his way through [ 
JOe'. ' • 
~: ~he. terms of Namath s 
coah'act' ~th  the Rams 
were  not mmotmcec!,/ and 
~nbloom sa id  he  d met  
With Namath's lawyer, 
~ y  Walsh, to iron out a 
~t dgreement Wednesday 
~e Jets failed to pick up 
the  flamboyant quar- Scholar from the University "If we don't get any an- 
terback's contract at n~srly of Southern California. swers and our demands are 
M4)0,000 annually this year, Namath, who led the Jets not,, mete" said Ch,~,oweth~.. , 
after a two-year pact ex- to the 16-7 Super Bowl upset wewill tell Hockey Canada 
I~red, and he became a free victory over Baltimore Colts that we are not interested in
agent April I. in 1969, has had problems ]participating in the woHd 
• "Every player dreams of with his knees., tl~.ougbeut ~unior tournament." 
being part of an his career, tie has un- Chynoweth said the 
organizatson like the dergone several knee op- CMJHL has not been told by 
Rams, N amath told a news erations, but Rams officials Hockey Canada and the 
Coherence.' They have a maintain he is still able to International Ice Hockey 
very hiah calibm~of players; ~move well. ':~ '~- Federation where tbe~#/orld" • 
flne'per-sunnel. I am grateful Called by Alal~ama coach tournament will be played 
to ~r .  Rosenbloom and the Bear Bryant the greamsc or the dates of th e series.. 
~ts .  Y ,, . . Tbe were ood to to American Football League Major Junior Hockey 
fie I was t l lre draft--and also No I by the Lea~me and the Ouebec me wh • . , . . . o -  
rin talks wzth NFL s St Lores Cardmals Maior Junior Hockey 
DmU:th,gthe Rams publicly He ch~se ~e Jets and the League in arranging 
maintained they would $427,000 contract mey o~- schedules for the 1977-78 
~ver pay the free agent he fered him. season. 
ScUcltorGeneral Francis 
Fox said in the Commons 
Thursday that proposed gun 
controisstrlke "the delicate 
balance be. tween protection 
of. society and freedom of 
the individual." 
bbut lawyer John Gilbert 
(NDP- -Toronto -  
Ron) Basford is allowing 
people to keep existing rifles 
~ths°a~l Pe'~hi~ a ~il te:ts~: 
abdication and a surrender 
... an abdication to the 
populace and a surrender to 
the gun cl~bs and police. ''• 
But Fox said the proposals 
would bringan end to'the 
ease with which rifles can be 
obtained. Gun deaths have• 
risen sharply "~nd we 
simply must make an effort 
to stop this shocking trend." 
It Was time fo r  the 
provinces to show leader- 
ship in gun controls and the 
federal porposais do not 
"place an onerous burden on 
responsible citizens but will 
screen out unfit owners," 
Fox said. 
He said the bill will also 
help protect Canadians by 
doubling to 10 years the jail 
term added on to the sen- 
tence of anyone who escapes 
or attempts oescape from a 
prison.. 
Gilbert said Canadians 
have to realize that gun 
ownership is a privilege 
andnot a right and that 
society would best be pro- 
tected with competency 
would be mandatory for all sidelines andhe'll miss the 
gun owners. Plate. traffic. 
However the NDP will 
supl~ort he bill, Gilbert 
stud, "to help protect ' ~)t D SPANISH 
Canadians even though $ , 
parts of the bill restrict he 150 million in gold 
mdividuars freedom." 
Fox praised various 
provisions in the bill 
governing wiretapping 
which he said would aid 
Breadview) 
said the controls, drastically 
changsd from gun laws pm- 
lmsed lust year, are a "cave- 
in and weak medicine for a 
~ek: society." 
_ The federal government 
last ~ear was attacked by 
MPs from all parties and 
n~erous gun, ~vildlife and 
~lice groups for the/ex- 
teusive registration s~/stem 
• that was the founaauon ox 
proposed controls. They 
were not passed. 
The new controls, part of a 
nive-seetion serms of 
amendments to the 
Criminal Code, would 
require only that purchasers 
of new gunsget a certificate 
which would'be issued by 
the •province. 
..Polls show that 80 to 85 per 
cent of ,Canadians want 
tou gun, controls, Gilbert 
police in the prosectuion of 
criminals but still safeguard 
thepublic's right to privacy. 
The bill proposes that 
court authorizations for 
electronic surveillance by 
police be doubled to 60 days. 
Courts would also be per- 
mitted to wait as long as  
three years, rather than the 
current 90-day limit, to no- 
tify persons they have been 
bugged. 
Wiretapping was an espe- 
cially effective tool in com- 
batting the narcotics trade 
and had resulted in an 
almost 100 per cent con- 
viction rate. 
Many Suspected criminals 
often plead guilty when ~:on- 
fronted with their taped 
telephone conversations,• 
Fox said. 
SHIPPING BY RAIL 
McKenzie, head. of the believe they found we were 
competitive." 
McPherson was referring 
to a study done jointly by 
Canadian railways, the 
federal government and 
Queen's Uidversity, which 
concluded that a resources 
railway to the western 
Arctic was feasible. '
The report said it would be 
cheaper to build a railway 
down the Mackenzie Valley 
than through B.C., a'nd 
would be economic if large 
volumes of both gas and oil 
were transported. 
NACACONA, Costa Rica 
(AP) A Vancouver 
mining firm is considering 
trying to dig up an 
estimated $150 million in 
gold it says it has discovered 
at a 16th Cehtury. Spanish' 
claim. 
United Hearne Resources 
Ltd. of Vancouver, ~B.C., 
• says it will decide within 90 
days whether to order full 
scale surface mining about 
15 miles east of Puntarenas 
at the old Mondongo gold 
field. 
"We have a pretty good 
national rate of production 
in 1974 was less than 20,000 
ounces . .  
With an option from a firm 
named Canadian Barranca 
to develop the 650-acre' 
Costa Rican site along the 
' Inter-American highway, 
Hearne has taken thousands 
of samples from a'3,-600-foot 
formation in porous vol- 
canic rock. 
"Gold has been indicated 
throughout the whole 
length." said Waller during 
a r~cent inspection trip. 
Waller said it would take 
at least 18 months to con- idea of what we've got, we 
just don't knowhow much," struct a gold mill and 
~id president H. H. Waller support facilities mining by 
of Hearse de Costa Rica, about 150 workers. 
sa., the local subsidiary of Actual production costs 
the publicly held Vancouver once mining begins are 
company, figured at about $8,000 per 
"Our sampling indicates day. 
at least 3 million tons of 
goldbearing ore," said' 
Waller. "The amount of gold 
is about onetonth of an 
ounce per ton." 
Hearne is considering an 
effort to mine up to 3,000 
tons of gold ore daily from 
open pits, a relatively 
• uausual operation. Cyanide 
treatment a  a planned $12- 
million-dollar gold mil l  
• would isolate the valuable 
•grains• 
Waller said Hearne will 
have spent about $475,000 by 
July for sampling, and 
assaying in the 2z~-year 
history of its Costa Rican 
subsidiary. 
Gold is the only metal 
mined on a regular basis in 
Costa Riea. but the entire 
LIBRARIANS 
CONFERENCE 
Terrace Public Library 
hosted workshops and a 
meeting of the Northcoast 
Regional Library Com- 
• mittee on the weekend. 
Librarians, staff and 
trustees from Terrace, 
Kitimat, Prince Rupert, 
Hazelton, Aiyansh, Kitkatla, 
Masset and Port Simpson 
attended the two-day 
session. 
The committee meets 
twice yearly to share ideas, 
and promote cooperation 
among the libraries in the 
region. 
ceman may go before a rushing, playmaker. It 
all hinges on theteam's  play and i ts  strengths 
and weaknesses. " . ,. 
And that's only the start of a manager's 
problems. The team must know whether a player 
for them. from the junior ranks is willing to play t
This year many big-name Juniors have shown an 
evident displeasure toward getting drafted by 
the stronger teams. The youngsters feel they 
could be more helpful to a weaker team and get  
more ice time, thus gaining valuable xperience 
faster. 
The fun, however, has just begun for the major 
league team. After the manager and the junior's 
agent has agreed ona price,'the young starmust 
• be groomed along ~slo~ly so'as to gain every bit 
of knowledge possible. Therefore the manager 
must know not only the player's talent but his 
temperament and attitude. The junior's attitude 
is not the only one that is important; the team 
staff must be willing to show their future star 
that he is there for a reason and that their con- 
fidence in him is very real. 
Being on a major league managerial staff is  
not fun. A losing team's manager is forever 
trying to get his team back on the winning track, 
while a winning manager looks for ways to 
strengthen his ranks. 
And just as he gets things straightened out 
from drafts and trades, a new season begins and 
themanager,s job begins anew. If the top ranked 
juniorsdon't produce in their initial season, they 
are traded away or the manager is asked to take 
a permanent leave of absence. More often than 





a great new 
breed o! recreation vehicles 
FRONTIER 
Frontier is made by Leisure 
Coach Inc~, Kelowna..Call Jim 




8'9" $3,200 °° 
FRONTIER is new to RV en- 
thusiasts but the people behind these 
campers, motorhomes, van con- 
versions and canopy top,~ have a 
great track record in the industry - 
longer than anyone else in Canada• 
Everything they have learned as 
designers, builders and outdoors 
sportsmen are combined in these 
quality, functional units. And it 
shows. Down to the last careful 
detail. 
FRONTIER: the obvious choice in 
'77. 
NOW you're in 
lqmmmm 
territoryl 
inquiry, questioned N. A. 
McPherson, B.C. Rail OlP 
erations manager, about he 
possibility of the railway 
carrying large quantities of 
petroleum p/'oducts. 
"I am asking this because 
I would like to know if it is a 
~aSS ible alternative to the ckenzie Valley pipeline,'" 
Mr. Justice McKenzie said. 
McPherson said he knew 
studies were done con- 
cerning rail transport of 
troleum products from 
Arctic to B.C. and "I_ 
VANCOUVER '(CP) - -  
The  ,possibility of tran- 
Spot_ |ng northern ~troleum 
p-roduc~ by rail to Southern 
• P, anadawlll be investigated 
by the royal commission 
hiquiry into the British Co- 
lu~ib ia ,  Railway, Martin 
Taylor ,  commiss ion 
counsel, said in an interview 
Wednesday. . , 
"I wouldvery much like m 
look at the possibility," he 
mid.  "And  we most cer- 
tainly will be doing so in 
detail." 















PAGE A8, THE HERALD, F~iday May 13, 197~' 
1. Coming Events 
I 
~e HersId, 3212 Kalum Street The Terrace Liberal 
P.O. Bax 399 Terrace, B.C.. Association wil l  hold their 
Phone 635-6357 - Terrace monthly meeting May 19 at 8:30 
Phone 632.5706 - KItimet 
Sebscrlptlen rates: Single COpy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars (33.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
$40.00. Senlor Cltlzens $30.00 per 
year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
$31.00. 
Authurized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Olfaw8 and for payment of 
postage In cash.- 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of pubilcatlon. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Weight Watchers meeting" held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Brldga Club 
wil l  commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be in room 4, Colodonla High 
School. All bridge players are 
Invited to attend. For 
partnership or Information 
phone 635.7356. (ctf) 
Thorn,.lll Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhlll 
Elementary School, 7:15 p,m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace end Thornhill. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2rid and 4th 
Thursdayevery month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635d~1. (ctf) 
INCHES'AWAY 
CLUB 
t~t  every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more informatlen phone 63,5. 
2847 or635.3023. 
Nk~lng.- -  Terrace B.P.O.E. 
p.m. at the home of Joyce 
Krause, 4806 Loan Ave. For 
further informatlun call 635. 
2156. 
The Terrace Women's 
O~'ganlzation will hold a 
meetlng May 12at 8 p.m. at 3308 
Kalum St. (Child.Minding 
Centre). Anyone Interested in 
thestatus of women Is welcome. 
For further Informatlun contact 
NIce Chen-Wing, 635.7763. 
Jack Cook School Open House 
on Friday 13th. 2:30 to S:00. 
Refreshments will be served. 
(pg) 
9. In Memoriam 
GARE, John (PES Wee) 
In levlng memory of Pee Wee 
who passed away May 14, 1972. 
Always remembered by 
Mum, Judy and Don. (pg) 
In lovlng memory of our son, 
Frank Mlller, May 8, 1976. 
He Is gone but not forgotten 
And, as dawns another year, 
In our lonely hours of thlnklng, 
Thoughts of him are always 
near. 
Days of sadness wlll come o'er 
us. 
Manl;, lhlnk the wound Is healed, 
But they llttle know the sorrow 
That lles In the heart concealed. 
Love, Mum, Dad, Pare & 
Woody (pg) 
In loving memory of our 
brother and uncle, Frank 
Miller, May 8, 1976. 
HIs smiling way and pleasant 
face 
Are a pleasure to recall; 
He had a kindly word for each 
And died beloved by all. 
Same day we hope to meet him, 
Some day we know not when, 
To clasp his hand in the'better 
land, 
Never to part agaln. 
Love, Cynthia, Nexis, Gerry, 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third Jackle, Sandy, Les, Clint, 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. Eugene and Nieces and 
(Ladles of the Royal .Purple), Nephews. (pg) 
.Second and Fourth Monday of ' 
~onth. 14. Business Personal 
Parents 
in Crisis 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's mleerable? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
Al l  enquiries absolutely 
confldenftal. Phone Mary or 
John . 635.4419 or Jane - 635- 
46O7. (etf) 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Msetlngs 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
3442. 
B.C. Heart  Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be 









The Skesna Gold Bend, Stage 
Band and the Terreco Purple 
Band, ell winners of the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival, will 
be giving thslr final night 
concert on May 13, at 6 p.m. In 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Everyone Is Invited to attend. 
: (136,7,8,9,10) 
GARAGE SALE 
Saturday, May 14 





Sat. May 14 - 10 a.m. 
4912 & 4914 Lazelle 
Furniture, Household Items, 
Sports Equipment. Vast 





Saturday, May 14th 
10:00 - 2:00 
4905 Straume 
Something for every member of 
the family. (I)9) 
GARAge SALE 
4734 Tuck 
Sat. MaY 14. 9 a.m.-l:30 
6orgelne: household articles, 
I~ants, toys, baby furnishings, 




Saturday, May 14 
10 to S 
(pg) 
TERRACE 635"63.57 
14. Business Personal 
Rofo-tilllng done with large 
tractor unit. Front-end bucket 
for spreading soil or gravel. 





R.V. Parts & Auto 
Parts. Auto repairs. 
American and Import 
Cars. 
3026 Hwy.  16 East  
Phone 638-1710 
I 
19. Help Wanted 
"Part time receptlonist4yplst 
required. InsuranCe and real 
estate experience preferl'ed. 
Apply in person to Pruden 8( 
Currle or Braid Insurance, 
Terrace. (c i l )  
Needed Immediately: 3 sales 
representatives for Terrace, 
Kiflmat and Prince Rupert 
area. Female or male. Full time 
or part time. Age is no barrier. 
Apply at 4719 Lakelse Ave. in 
Terrace, B.C. (cl7) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Ful l  time, part time. Class 4 
licence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635-2242. (ctf. 
24. Situations Wanted 
WORK WANTED 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 




33. For Sale. Misc. 
For Sale: spruce logs suitable. 
for log houses. 635.2603. (cff): 
For Sale: 2 wood cook stOVes. 









11~6'"molded plastic beat, black 
vinyl rocker recliner, coffee 
table, chine cabinet, quuen.size 
bed," polyfoam mattress, sofa- 
day bed. 635.0896. (pg) 
For Sale: Homemade fiberglass 
canopy. Fits 81/= ' truck box. $40. 
3891 Walker St. Phone 63`5.5270. 
(p~) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrical Con- 
tracting. Free Estimates. 
Phme ~5076or  638-1231. (ctf) 
32. Bicycles,  Motorcyc les  
1975 Hernia 408 Super Sport. 
Low mileage. 1974 GMC Spring 
350C; 3spesd, automatic. Phone 
635.5143. ,(pg) 
1974 750 Honda with extras. 
Phone 635.7982. (c12) 
One 1975 Suzuki TM 400 trail 
bike. Good condition. Phone 632. 
7489. (pg) "1 
For Sale: 450 Honda C.B., new 
paint lob, custom handlebars. 
Sissy bar, new tires, headlight & 
baffery, Very good condition. 
00 IT NOW Price $650. Phone p35.3359. 
Handyman Services: Home .(~!9,14) . . . . .  
Repairs, Painting, Odd Jobs 33. For  Sa le -  Misc.  
around the house and grounds 





Small cat work, 420JD. Land- 
scaping, backfil l ing, stump 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat. 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. 
Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
(cft) 







Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 




Small motor tune.ups e 
specialty. Phone 635-4602 




No lob too big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 6354094 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ctf) 
I 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrigeratlve Contracting and 
hodseheld repairs. Phone 635. 
5876 or 638-1231. (ctf) 
Webb Refrigeration 




Repalrs to Refrlgerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
L ICtf) ) 
• i 
For Sale: Reko Logs, ready cut 
for cables. 61/s ' '  pine logs, 1 size 
18'x18'. Price $3,300. Sauna Size 
7'x14'. Price $1,100. Phone 6.~.. 
5576. (c5,9,10,14,15,18,19,3) 
feet frldge and matching range. 
Best offer. Phone 63.5.3152. (pg) 
For Sale or Lease. Toyota 
Forklift. Capacity approx. 1500 
Ibs. Gasoline model. Also for 
sale. 7 button cash register. 
Phone 635.7706 after 5:30. 
(c8,9,12,14) 
For Sale: one metal side.filing 
cabinet. Like new. Lacrosse 
Equipment. Phone 635.3620. 
(I)7,9,10) 
Dining room suite, walnut, four 
chairs, newly upholstered. Also 
SansuI amplifier, turntable, 
large three way speakers. 
Offers considered. Phone 635. 
2621. (c9) 
I SEARS --'Goad selection of i 
| box springs and mattressesJ 
I.ow In stock, i 
I Watch" this space for our I 
I, unadvertised specials. I 
SAVE DOLLARS 
On factory, rebuilt engines call' 
Sears today for complete in. 
formation. Do it yourself or 
Installation arranged. Fast 
delivery. Put it on your Sears 
Account. Phone 635.6541. 
(C4,9,14,18,1,6,11,16,22,2) 
For Sale: household furniture. 
635.7572 after S p.m. (pS,9) 
Price Skeena'Forest Products 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. X- 
marked - $20 per 1000 bd. ft. 
Economy - $40 per 1000 bd. ft. 
(ctf) 
Spot Cash for Used. Furniture, 
Antiques, all useable items. 
The Furniture Stall 
635.3202 
• Top quality alfalpha, clover and 
timothy mixture In bern. S70 per 
ton or $1.75 per bale. Write 
Tufty Hall, Box 1009, Van. 
.derhoof, B.C. (cff) 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 8 
department total, recon. 
dltloned, very reliable'type ot 
machine. Wlnderland General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace,' 
635.4636. ctf 
For Sale: carpet-laying tools. 
Hot Iron • electric, knee kicker 
end a cookie cutter. Phone 635. 
3867. (p9) 
KITIMAT 
39. Boats & Engines 
For Sale: 1964 25 HP Mercury, 
and gas tank, less than 150 
hours running time. $300 firm. 
CO!I .after 6 P.m. ~%S-2500..(c11) ~
41. Machinery for Sale 
1970 Cat D~C Dozer. Rops~ 
canopy - winch & standard 
shift. 30"" pads. Good operating 
coodltlen. Phone 624.5491 or 627. 
1403 after 5 p.mt. (c9) . . . . .  
43. Rooms for  Rent 
Room for rent lathe bench area 
with kitchen facilities. Phone 
635-3971. (ctf) 
Room for rent for gentleman. 
I.arge furnl~ed room for rent 
with kltchon facilIties. Private 
entrance, near town. Phone 635. 
4013. (¢ff) 
Available June 1. Room In 
shared Thornhii l  duplex. 
Spacious, pleasant surroun- 
dings. $70 per month. Phone 
Mike 638-1116 days. Bill 635- 
4232. (pg) 
Moving: Must Sell. 1971 Dodge 47. Homes for  Rent 
Dart, chesterfield & chair, high . 
chair, dishwasher, speakers, Small one bad'room furnlst~ed 
chrome set, gun. 3506. Call 63.5. 
7718. (pg) 
For Sale: heavy duty trailer 
hitch with sway bars for pickup. 
Air cushion for cab over 
camper. Pump for tidy tank. 






4606 Lazelle Ave. 
i~ Terace, B.C. _,~ 
35. Swap & Trade 
Willing to Trade: our Elec- 
trohome 25" colour console TV 
In good cendltlon for a portable 
color TV. Phone 635-2744. (c9) 
37. Pets  
For Sale: Elkhound puppies. 
Three females. $20. Six weeks 
old. 635.4305. (I)9) 
Beautiful Siberian Husky• 
Registered female. 16 months. 
All shots including rabies. To 
good home wltb space to run. 
$100. 632-4543. (pg) 
Wanted: one female golden 
cocker spaniel pup near th'~ end 
of June. Phone 635.2987. (pg) 
38 Wanted. Misc. 
Wanted: second hand plane. 
Well tuned. Phone Peter Brock. 
way or Dennis at 635.2171. 
(p4,9) 
Wanted to Rent: a tent for 2 
people. Approx. 6' high. Phone 
635.7082. (p7,9) 
Wanted: 65 spruce or hemlock 
building logs. 18 fo 20 Inches, 45' 
ft. long. Phone 635.3549. (p11) 
c/anted to buy: lackpine logs. 
Phone 63.5-2603 , (eft.) 
39. Boats & Engines 
i 
For Sale: 17' Lund boat. Mer~ 
cruiser. Inboard.outboard, 1 
duplex far rent at 968 Moun-' 
falnvlew Blvd. Phone 635-25/7. 
(de) . . . . .  
For "Rent: 2 Ixlrm. house. 
Washer & dryer. Partial ly 
furnished. $300 per month. 
Gossen Cr. Sub. 635.4336 after 5 
o.m. (pl0) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house. 
Consider long term lease. Stove 
& fridge If needed. Phone after 
6. 635-6809. (p13) 
For Rent:  2 bedroom cabin. 
Partially furnished. Lots of 
yard space: Reasonable rent. In 
Thornhil l .  Available Im- 
mediately. Call 635.3698. (c10) 
4 bedroom ex~utive home for 
rent. Located on q~iet street, 
near hespJtal. For Information 
phone 962.6662 in Prince 
George. (c13) 
48':; Sui tes  for ~Rdnt: :'~ 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeplnc'" 
unho, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasenablerates by 
day or week. Non.drinkers only. 
Phone 6~11.  (ctf) 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 11/= baths, half 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6- 
month lease. Apply Suite 108. 
4530 Scoff. (ctf) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex 
with full basement and 
fireplace. In town. Phone 635. 
5213. (c t f )  
For Rent: duplex on.bench.: 
Large, 3 bedrooms, fenced.. 
Phone 635-7987 evenings. (cff) 
For Rent: 2 bedro~n Sulta. 
Frldge & st~ve. No "pets. 
Thornhlll. Phone 635~668. (pg) 
Cedar Place 
Apartments 




New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge T/a stove, 
drapes, carpet, re(: area - 
sauna and pool table. Only 
apartment In town with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. AI~. Iqfaly no pets. 
(ctf) 
_ ' ' ] " I  
LDWRe.TAL: 
Bachelor sultoo available to: 
persons 55 an~ over In "The 
Willows", 3404 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. Apply Terrace 
Community Services, 4683D 
Park Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635. 
5135. (¢9) 
1 bedroom suite for rent. W-W 
carpet, frldge and stove In. 
cluded. Also hea t and electricity 
included. S165 per month. No 
pets. Avail.able July 1. 635.3510. 
(pl0) 
year old. 92hours. Call 635.663`5." For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex 
10' flbreglass over plywood 
boat. 80 HP Mercury. Asking 
$2250. Phone 635-2017. 
(p8,9,13,14) 
16 ft. flbreglass canoe with Suites for Rent 
motor mount. $250 or best offer. 
Call 635.4559. (c9) 
Hughes 29' sloop, ready to 
cruise. Atomic 4 IB, 5 sails Incl. 
spinnaker, compas, sounder, 
CB, auto pilot, Espar furnace', 
dinghy, dodger and more. 
$19,500. 635.2615 Men. to Frl. 
6:00 p 7:00 p.m. (p13) 
In 
Thornhill. Frldge & stove In. 
cluded. And 1 bedroom fur- 
nlshod house. Phone 635.5775 or 
$35.5874. (¢9) 
I i 
Keystone  Cour t  
Apartments. Office No. 
2-4611 Scott. One, two 




48. Suites for Rent I 
.For Rent: tul ly furnished 
hailer. 12x60. $235 per month. 
Also small 2 bedroom,at S110 
per month. Located at 3347 
Kofoed St. No animals. (pg) 
For Rent In Thornhlll: one 
bedroom furnished apartment.' 
$140 per month. Singles only. 
Phone 635-2065. (pg) 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished studio or I bedroom 




For Rent: 1 bdrm. apt. Hot 
water & heating. Close to school 
in Thornhilh Phone 635.3020 
after 3 p.m. (pg) 
For Rent: i fully furnished 
bachelor suite Including all 
utilities and cablevlslon. 2 
blocks from centre of town. 
Phone 635-6672 or 635.2819. (pg) 
49. Homes for Sale 
4 bedroom home, quiet area, 
close to elementary, high 
school, shopping. 2 baths, 
family room, .storage shod, 
landscaped with garden. 
Fenced. 635.3896. (p9,10,14) 
Quiet country living in town. 
Solid 2 bedroom house on well 
tread one acre let. Low taxes, 
excellent garden soil. Priced 
low, owner anxious to move. 
Phone 635.7586. (p9,15,14,15,18) 
Family home on one acre on 
bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec .room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638.1790. (cff) 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home and 12x56 
5t. Business Locations 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
180esq. ft. downtown Terrace. 




For Rent: Ground floor r.~m- 
martial or office space. 4646. 




;Approx. 600 ft. of office space. 
Prime Iocatlun. Phone 
635-2496 
(ct f )  
.52. Wanted to Rent 
WA-N-'r-E D 
4 bedroom furnished or semi- 
furnished house out-et.fown as 
soon as possible. Phone Allan" at 
635-6357 after 2 p.m. (st/) ' 
55. Property for Sale 
For Sale: 40 acres. 28 mflee 
north of Terrace. . Creek, good 
soil, mostly cleared and In 
pasture. I/4 mile highway 
.frontage. ~.S.:4305. (p7,9,12,14) 
56. . . . . . . .  Business Opportunity~ 
For Sale: Older rental unit for 
sale. Four 2 bedroom suites. ~ 
Good Iocatlen. Priced to sell. 
Phone 635-9471. (stf) 
Business in .Terrace for sale. 
Good location. Excellent op. 
portunity for family business. 
No experience required. Phone 
635-2368 evenings only. (c9) 
57. Automobiles 
For Sale: 1968 "lnternatlo.nal~:/= 
ton. V.8 automatic. Phone 635. 
3378. ctf 
complete addition containing 3 
bdrms.,,flreplace & wall to wal l ,  For Sale: 1963 Ford LTD. 1963 
carpet ~,' /2 acre on s~hool bus Chev Station Wagon, 1963 
run. Fenced and landscaped, Pontiac 4.dr. Sedan. Will 
green house, chicken house consider trade for pickup. 
Phone 635.9332 after 6 p.m. 
complete with chickens, large (p12) 
garden area, small fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to 
all reasonable offers. Call 635. 




S bedroom family home on two 
and one.third acres. Barn end 
small panabode. Garden plot. 
View at 4213 Sparks St. 
or phone 
635.3620 
after 5 p.m. (pie) 
'For Sale: 3 bedroom house with 
2 bedroom basement suite. 
Suite has outside entrance. In 
town. Phone 635.9593. (p9,14) 
.For  Sale: 2 furnished older 
rental houses. 2 hdrms, in each. 
In town on prime lets. Revenue 
$403 p.m. Asking $25,080 for both, 
units. Approx. 100 percent" 
occupancy past 3 years to date'. 
635.2680. (c8,9)" 
3 bedroom cosy type home. W.w 
car~t, fireplace. Reasonably 
priced. 1945 Eobslen Crescent. 
Phone 635.3802 between 5 p.m. 
andBp.m, Asklng $38,000. (c_10) 
New three bedroom home on 
large let. Carpets throughout. 
Walnut cablnefs. Basement 
Interior partial ly flnlshed.' 
Full price $43,500. Phone 
635-7367 
(c2,4,7.9) 
I _1  
Older 1200 sq. ft. split.levdl, 3 
ix~rm, home' for sale. Nelson 
Road, New Remo. Needs minor 
repairs. Ideal starter home., 
Owner eager to sell. Make an 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
home on trade. Call 112-562.6651 
or 635.7353 to vlew. (ctf) 
For Sate: beautiful og house on 
i,~ acre let at Lakelse Lake. 
Includes propane stove and 
frldge, fireplace and more. 
Serious Inquiries enly. Contact 
A.15 Skeene Valley Trailer 
Park. (p11) 
L 
For Sale: a good buyl 3 
bedroom non.basement home 
on 65x120 ft. lot. Excellent 
location. S28,000. Furniture 
available. Phone635.5339. (pg) 
r emily home on one acre on 
Bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms; 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try  
your offer. 630.1790. ctf 
For Sale: 3 bedroom home with 
finished basement. Close 
to..shopping, elementary and 
high school. To view phone 635- 
6610. (p2,5,7,10) 
For Sale: 1974 Dodge Monaco. 2 
spare rims with tires. 1 ad- 
dltio~al new tire. 33,000 miles. 
Asking $2,850. Phone 635.5008. 
(c9) 
For Sale: 1968 VW in good 
con'dltlon. 60,000 miles. $900. 
635.4336 after 5 p.m. (pl0) 
- .o  
OFFERS FOR VEHICLES 
OFFERS: Plainly marked on 
the envelope "offer for P.T. no. 
7" wlll be received by the un- 
derslgnod on an Indlvldual or lot 
basis up to 3 p.m., June I, 1977 
for fha follewlng whlch may or 
may not be cgmplete and 
located "as is and whore Is" at 
the Ministry of Highways Yar d, 
Terrace, B.C. 
1970 International 1/=-ton 
Panel, Model 1108D Reference 
No. S.3975. 
1971 International 4.ton Dump 
Truck, Model 1700 Reference 
No. S.4349. c.w 1967 M.O.H. 
Underbody Plow, Ref. No. B. 
3129. 
TO view or for further In- 
formatlon)rcenfact the District 
Highways Manager, Ministry of 
Highways & Public Works, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Llconcea and registrations 
are not Included. " 
Offers must be accompanied 
by a certified cheque or money 
order made payable to the 
Minister of Finance for 10 per 
cent of the bid. If the successful 
bidder subsequently withdraws 
his offer, the 10 per cent 
payment shall be liable to 
forfeiture. 
The highest or any offer will 
not necessarily be accepted, but 
the bearer of a successfql bid 






VICTORIA, B.C. (¢9) . 
PRICED FOR QUICK 
SALE 
1964 Mercury 750 Tandem 





For Sale: 1975 Chevelle Malibu 
classic 2 dr. P.S., P.B., auto, 
tape deck. Reasonable. Phone 
635.2691. (p4,9) 
1975 Dodge Dart Sport. 6 cyl., 3 
speed, floor shift, 29,000 miles. 
in excellent condition. Trades 
considered. 632.4474. (p7,9) 
| III 
57. Automobi les  
For SAle: 1966 Volkswagen 
Beetle car without engine. 
Interior In good condition - $75. 
Jacu,,i water pump. One-third 
.H.P. Like new. Asking $150. 
Utility trailer full of Chev 
.engine parts. Open to offers. 
6,~.3849. (nlO) 
Consign your car, truck .or 






Lease & Used 
Cars for Sale 
19"/3 Chev 4](4' ." 
1972 Mazda Pickup with 30;' 
canopy. 
1975 Mallbu 4 ~ classic, V4, 
auto. 
1974 Mazda Rotary Pld~op. 
1972 Cbevelle H.T., V.B, auto, 
P.S. 
1974 Chevelle Malibu Coupe 
1974 Olds 4 door sedan, a i r  
cond.  
1974 G.M.C. ~, ton" 4x6. ~ 
1970 Datsun P.U., 3345.00 
1970 Chevelle Wagon. Rebuilt 
motor and rearend~ 
1976 Chev Van. V-S, autO, 11,M( 
miles. 
1967H.T. Mercury Cougar 2 drl] 
TO View L~t 
Copper Mountain Eat. 
3O26 Hwy. 16 E. 
• 635.4373 i 
OL N1Anl;A, '" ' 
For Sale: 1969 GMC ~ ton. VII, 
automatic with canopy. Phone 
635-9202. (pg) 
For Sale: 1972 Datsun fastback. 
One owner, dearly loved, low 
mileage. $1450. Phone days 
632.7222. Evenings - 632.6,569. 
(c13) 
Transfers - Plates. Sales Tall. 
See Wlghtmop. ~& ~m.)th ; 
AUTOPLAN *:'"ag~lt. ..... 461] 
Lakelse Ave. Terrece. 
Saturday. (ctlf) 
REPOSSESSION FOR SALE 
1963 IHC Tandem Dump Truck. 
1974 12)(68 Vista Villa moblle 
home. Phone 635<~310. After 5 - 
635.9405. (ca,f) 
I-or Sale: 1968 Ford Mustang. 6. 
cylinder, standard tran- 
smission. Phone 635.5576. 
(C5,9,10,14,15,18,19~3) 
For Sale: 1963 Marc dump' 
truck. GVW 2400. Good runnlng~ 
condltlen all way round. Asking 
$1000. Phone 635-4094 after 6.  
(ctf) 
For Sale: 1975 Sierra• Granm 
Suburban GMC, 4 wheel drive; 
Complete with 800 lb. warn 
winch and roof rack. Phone 635- 
7987 evenings. (ctf). 
1974 Balx:at. Standard tran- 
smleslon, radial tires. $2,~0. 
Phone 63.5.3178 after 6 p.m. 1973 
Arctic Cat 400. Has seen very 
little use. $800. (ctf) 
1%5 Pontiac Parlslenne. 283 V8 
auto, power brakes. Excellent 
running condition. Good rubber. 
Phone 635.5367 after 6 p.m. " 
(p4,9) 
• Complete 1975 101/2 ' Kit Kampar 
on ~ ten Ford F250 camper 
.special. P.B. & P.S., auto. 1975 
'F2S0 Ford super cab and canopy 
Ranger. P.B. & P.S., auto. 1973 
Ford I/2 ton pickup. F100 
Ranger. P.B., P.S., auto. 1973 
/~rcury sedan. P.B., P.S., 
P.W., auto. Apply to A53 
Terrace Trailer Court, 4625 
Graham Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
(pg) 
1974 Toyota Corona, seven 
radial tires, radio, excellent 
condition, only 1900 miles. 
Owner leaving country. Make 
offer. Phone. 635-2621. (¢9) 
1973 Chevy I/= ton pickup. 6 
cyllncleri 3 speed. 1972 Chevy V~ 
ton plckup. 4x4. 307, V8, 4spaed. 
1973 Datsun 610. Good ml!eage 
car. 635-6880. (p11) 
i973 Gron Torlno. P.S., new 
brakes, new shock.eblorberl, 
new exhaust system, low 
mileage. Excellent condltlm. 
Open to offers. 635.5625. (¢9) 
1972 International Travelall. 
Excellent condition. New 
brakes. A.C., P.S., P.a., 
radials. $2200 OBO. 635-241L~. 
(C9) 
1972. Datsun Pickup. 1974. 
Datsun 2 door, 1973 Ford 
crmNcab, 1.973 Ford ~ ton. Cell 
635-~36or 2609 Skeena St. (Fit). 
For Sale: 36 passenger school 
bus. Phone 635.2600 till 5 p.m. 
635.6937. evenings. (ctf) 
58. Mobile Homes 
For Sale: 1974 Monarch 
Moduline trai ler.  Frldge & 
stove. Located In 1. Pine Park. 
Will sell furnished if necessary, 
Will consider rental purchase. 
635.3246. (eft) 
Well kept deluxe 3 bdrm. 12x68 
Sefewey Manor. Unfurnished 
but Includes frldge, stove, 
skirting, low shack. Excellent 
buy. sg,s00. Phone 635.2715. 
(p: 
TRAILER 
.... AND LO'F • 
FOR SALE ! 
1972 three bedroom Cepewoed 
'set up and skirted on 75x200 
fenced lot. Joey shack Is In. 
aulated and wired. Make an 
offer ! Phone 635.4454 after 6. stf 
For Sale: 10'xS2' Buddy mobile 
home. No. 17 Timberland 
Trailer Court, Asking 54,500. 
Phone 635.5057. (p9) 
2 bedroom trailer for rent. 
Phone 635.3202 or 63S.2360. (ctf) 
For Sale: 24x52 Safeway 
doublewide mobile home. 3 
bedroom, 1V= baths, uti l ity 
room, Set up In Woodland 
Heights Trailer Court. Sacrifice 
at $17,900. Owner belng 
transferred. Call 635-5627 after 6 
~.m. (c1~) 
58. Mobile Homes 
Take over bank payments on 
12'x62' Ambassador mobile 
home. Large 2 bedroom [oey 
shack attached. Phone 635.4789. 
(p9) 
For Sale: 30 ft. trailer with a 
triple axle with ball hitch. Also 
one triple axle with springs and 
electric brakes. Ball hitch on 
fifth wheel hook-up. All for 
$3,000. Ask for Gary. Phone 847. 
3702. Call after 5 p.m. (p9) 
GaS'SAN 
CREEK 
On 1.86 acre lot. 1100 sq. tt. of 
living area'in this 12X43 mobile 
home with 14x43 addition. This 
home is completely finished 
with a carport & patio doors 
lead from master bdrm. to a 
sundeck. 
Lot is landsce pod, featuring 
established berries, fruit' 
trees, lots of perennials, lawn 
& garden area. Also root 
cellar, garden shed, work 
shed, chicken pen. Taxes $50 
last yr. Washer, dryer, frldge, 
stove included in the low price 
of $29,500. Phone 




REAL  ESTATE SERVICES 
A.J. McCaLL  (Notary Pu'l~'lic) 
635-6131 i 3239-A KALUM STREET 
Looking for a" reasonably priced home? Why not try us? We 
• :' have several listings of good comfortable family homes in the 
25 to 45 thousand dollar range. We would be happy to discuss 
your family's needs and are available for evening as well as 
day appointments.,Service is our motto. Let us serve you. 
Drop into our newlofflce at 3239A Kalum Street. 
COMPLETE WITH SWIM- 
MING POOL 
JUST LISTED --  A GOOD 
BUY 
Good sized family home on V= 
acre lot extending from Agar 
to Pohle. Nicely landscaped on 
front half. House has S 
bedrooms, 11/2 baths, 
basement, garage, etc. A very 
good buy .with a low asklng 
price of $35,000. 
Higher prices 
spur exploring 
OTTAWA'(CP)- Enerl~Y Gillespie argument. And 
Minister Alastair Gil!esp]e Progressive Co~ervative 
defended a government 
decision to increase the 
price of domestic rude oil 
Thursday, saying otherwise 
there would be "disastrous 
consequences for Canadians 
in the future." 
• Gillespie responded in the 
Commons to a barrage of 
criticism from opposition 
MPs about Wednesday's 
decision to increase the cost 
of oil by $4 a barrel over the 
next two years. 
It means a likely increase 
of more than three cents a 
gallon for gasoline and 
home-heating ell every six 
months for two years, 
probably beginning July 1. 
Main reason for the in- 
crease is to give off com- 
panies more money for oil 
exploration and develop- 
ment, Gillespie said. 
T. C. Douglas, New Demo- 
cratic Party energy critic, 
(Nanaimo-Cowichan-The 
Islands) rejected the 
58. Mobile Homes 
For Sale: 1975 12x68 Lemonte 
mobile home. Furnished or 




For Sale: 1968 travel trailer. 
Phone 625.4246: (c9) 
For Sale: 13 ft. 197S Triple E 
trailer. Like new. Has all ex- 
tras. Phone 632-6991 after S p.m. 
(c10) 
197o Kaplun hardtop tent 
trailer. Apply 32 Pine Park 
Trailer Court or phone 630.1804 
after 4 p.m. (c11) 
1974 tent trailer. Hardtop, three 
wings, sleeps 6. Hardly used. 
Owner leaving country, must 
sell. Make offer. Phona 638.2621. 
(,:91 
For Sale: 10' camper. Sleeps 
five. 3-burner propane stove &, 
Icebox. Best offer. Phone 635. 
3152. (p9) 
1975 23 ft. Rustler travel trailer 
and 197S Jimmy 4x4." Fully 
equipped. Phone 632~2969 after S 
p.m. (plO) 
~i:o~i~ie::q,7o e~eve~  ;;::~in- 
nabego pickup camper. Sleeps 
four. Asking $1,500; 632-6524 
after S p.m. (p9) 
For Sale: 8 ft. Vanguard 
camper. 1973 model. Fridge & 
stove. Can be seen at no. 7 
Sunnyhill Trailer Court. Asking 
S1595.; (p9) . '- 
properties both developed and 
:pandlng rural area. Drop Into 
/ ~0u'P r fflce on Kalum Street and view our maps and discuss 
; INVESTMENT PROPERTY 
• 7Vs acres on B~'auns Island. Level and picturesque rural 
;: setting. 4 duplex rental unlts and outbuildings. Room for 
future developments with more units or trailer spaces. 
Approx. 4 acr.es of good soil could be cultivated. m m ~  
Bonnie Shaw Night Phones 635-69/0 
Bud~ McCall 635-2662 
i-..:::..?'..:~:.I~;..:.~.~:~`:~.~.~.~:.~].~:~`~;.~;~;~.;~;~:~.;;;.~.;~;~;~ .;.:. .....;;;'~.'.:.:.. : '' 1~;.: '1 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  
" Come to Church 
SALVATION ARMY: KNOX UNITED 
.~ . 4637 Walsh CHURCH 
Capfain. Bill Young 4907 Lazelle Ave. 
9:45  Sunday School Minister Rev. D.S. Lewis 
11:00 Morning Worship 
7:30.Evening Services ~undaySchool 
N~on. Cottage meeting 7:30 Senior 12 & up '1 ' 10:~)0 a.m: 
: Wed. Home league 7 :30  Under 12 11:00 a.m. 
iSat.  Youth group = 7 :30  Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 
Phone 
• Cap,rain or Mrs. Bill Young. 
* St. ~MATTHEW'S MENNONITE 
• BRETHREN 
. "  4726 Lazelle Ave. 
63s.9o19 CHURCH 
Sunday Services: 3406 Eby Street 
10' a.m. - Church School & Phone 635.3015 
, Adult Discussion Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
11 a.m. - Holy Communion 10:00 a.m. Sunday School 
for thefamlly 11:00 a.m. Sunday Worship 
~ Ministers: Serv ice  (babys i t t ing  
: Rev.LanceStephens 635.5855 available) 
Rev.Stephen Inoue 635.2416 Interested in a home 'Bible 
Study? Call 635.3015 or 63s. 
SACRED HEART 3,3, 
.PARISH 
. UPLANDS 
4830 Straume Ave. Terrace 
S:lS a.m. 10:15 a.m, BAPTIST 
lh30 a.m. 7:30 p.m. CHURCH 
! EVANGELICAL 
. .  'FREE CHURCH Corner of Hal,well & N. 
• Thomas 
' L 10:00 a.m. Bible Teaching 
• Car. Park Ave.& SparksSt. Sunday School 
,:, i  Rev. W.H. Tatum Ih00 a.m. Morning Worship 
3S02 Sparks St. 63S-5115 Service 
9:45 Sunday School 7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
11:.00 Morning Worship Study 
7:1S Evening Services Wed. 
Wednesday 7:30 p.r:nl 8:00 p.m. Home Bible Studies 




Car. Sparks & Keith 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 




Sparks St. at Straume Ave. 
Rev. Arthur Helleman 635. 
2621 
Sunday School - Terrace 10:00 
8.m.  
Sunday School -Remo 1:00 
p.m. 
11:00 a.m. Worship Service 




Pastor Roy Taylor 
4923 Agar Ave. 63S.3470 
Sunday 9:45 - Bible School 
11:00 a.m. • Morning Worshlp 
7:15 p.m. Evenlng Servlce 
Wed. 7 p.m. • Bible Study & 
Prayer 
at Uplands" 
• CHRIST LUTHERAN 
• CHURCH ~ CHURCH .OF GOD, 
966 River Drive CoP. Sparks St. & Park Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
Rev. Roll Nosferud 635.5882 Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Service at 11:00 a.m. M rnln W ~" 
Sunda,' School Adu t C ass 8, Sunday School 10:00 a.m: o g o ship 11:00 a.m. 
- ,. • .. '- . . . . .  Morning'Worshlp 11:00 a.m.' Sunday Evening 7:15 p.m. 
~.onnrma~mn ~.lass at  v :4~ 
"You/" Friendly Familu Evening Worship 7:30 a.m, Bible Study Wed. 7:30 p.m: 
- i '  . ,  " " Prayer Serv ce Wed. 7:30 p.m, Youth Night Thurs. 7:30 p.m. 
~.nurcn I , . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  ~!t.. ~ ~, ~.~.,.,.~,..:: .:. ,,, 
' . ;  . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  ;.:.,.......,.........~.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' .' '.:.:.:.:.:r:;.~:.:':;:;: t ,',' ;: ,':"t'::':: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: '  .' ' ; ';':-;:' '.' ~:':':':~:':~:" . !~  
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i ,.'..., .'. ;;. . ; .'.'. . . ' . ;'; ':':'~:'~.'.:";:':':-:':':':':':': ".:.',:.: '. .'. . . .'.'.'...:...... 
'. PENTECOSTAL 
TABERNACLE 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Pastor M. Kennedy 
Office 635-2434 Home 635.5336 
Sunday School ,10:00 a.m. 
energy critic John Crosbie 
(St, John's West) argued 
that what is needed instead 
is a sound energy con- 
servation program. 
Douglas aid the increase, 
approved by a majority of 
provincial energy ministers, 
represents "a reduction in. 
the net income of millions of 
Canadian workers." 
He quoted energy 
department statistics 
showing a .$2-a-barrel in- 
crease over 12 months will 
mean a two-per-cent in- 
crease in the cost of living, a 
1.2-per-cent decrease in the 
gross national product and a 
potential loss of 42,000 jobs. 
There are "a number of 
serious errors in those 
figures," Gillespie replied. 
Douglas said• they come 
from Gillespie's .own 
department. 
Gillespie also quarrelled 
with Crosbie who said David 
Brooks, a senior official, left 
the energy department 
t 'ecent ly  because he 
disagreed with government 
energy conservation policy. 
"Dr, David Brooks .was 
misquoted," Gillespie said 
when Crosbie quoted the 
former energy official as 
saying the department had a' 
"minimal conservation 
policy." . . 
The minister dispumn 
Douglas's argument hat 
despite billions of dollars of. 
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Mills Memor ia l  
increases in oil prices, the 
petroleum industry has. 
decreased spending on off With the completion of hospital via the Tetrauit ' , 
l en t .  exploration and deve l0p-cons , ruc t ion ,  M i l l s  . , Street entrance and "*°" J d ra Not s to j nrS;  lnty In 1976 the industry spent Memorial Hospital now has should enter through the 
new entranceways for main doors off Haugland '
52 per cent of its internally- visitors and emergency Avenue. The old main and 
generated cash on oil ex- patients. As the diagram emergency ~n~ances are I11a 
plorationbut in 1971, when it above shows, emergency now reserved for staff only, 
• had less casH, 61.7 per cent cases should enter the was spent onoil exploration, A repeat of a winner will woman relationships; 
,Douglas aid. be given on Wednesday, the "After Antietam" deals 
,18th, in Terrace Little with the tentative ,,~gin- 
SAYS CARTER KITIMAT. Theatre's building. The ningSWedding,,Of l(Te~.ith itsandhardSilverend. 
repeat, unlike an instant Nixo g ilty TERRACE rep]ay onaheckeygame,  H aving'10t~mtherethem" • has the charm of being just solve rery member of the 
n u SHOWINGS a little different every time audience can empathiT..e 
WAS~IINGTON (AP) -- to make NATO "more et- ~ around, so if you've seen it with the p(;,ple on stage at 
once, see it again for the some point 
President Carter said fective,' to meet.a potential The "life and death An,addec feature in the 
Thursday he believes Soviet hreat, " e~ening• .~ql~d.~ a~twr- RichardNixon '.'~d~. ,violate ~.~ A:~¢losene~"..dev~Loped. struggle" of three people differences. ~ . . . . . .  What is it? The  playt~at ,-fol~itiancd ....... I~- '~l~.~ial 
the IdW" in~'thd~W~fferg'ate :among the seven~ national caught in Vietnam dw~l.~i~ won the Best Direttor's musicians who play 
scandal and. "w~is guilty of leaders who met in London the 1968 Tet offensive 
impeachable offences." ' and "I think there is a quiet presented in a .play tltled Award at the Skecna Zone regularly at the cot- 
Carter made the corn- sense that we'have justified "No Time for T0mbstones". Drama ' Festival, "After feehouse. ' .Antietam". -It will be ac- An added feature in the 
ments to reporters after a reason" to be #onfident of The story is a true one, companied in the one evening v::ll be ~a per. 
nationally broadcast news the future, based on the real struggle of evenmg stand by the short formance, by ' local 
conference devoted • Mike Benge and the one-act "Silver Wedding", musicians who play 
primaril), to questions about missionaries betty Olsen directed by Molly Nattress. regularly at the. cox- 
his meetings m Europe with Heron and Hank Blood, as Bothplays are about man- feehouse. 
leaders of other major in- dustrial countries, h ' i red  recounted in the book "No .  awiim i n~.~[~.W~]~.?/~ j ~ ~  • Time for Tombstones", ! 
Carter said the meetings resulted in a "quiet sense" 1~ehael Her°n' president ' written bY James and'Marti i I ~!  [ ~  ! I i l l . l |  I~ , ,~ ,~, - ,~ ,~!  , I 
of confidence among of the Canadian Teachers Hefty. . R E A LTY .LTD. 
Western ailies that ~ey can Federation, has been ap- The players are a young j ~  i ~  ] I 
compete successfully with pointed vice-principal of group from Regina's Pho.e 6326185 
the soviet Union and the rest Mount Elizabeth .Senior Canadian Theological Pho, e: 632-6185 
of the Communist world. Secondary School in College who call themselves ~ ~ ~.; ~.~ • 
"I can report substantial Kitimat. " the Portrait Players. There [~'.~ -"~ ~.~,,~ 
,, ,, ~ success because ,of a Heron is 36 and is are seven of them and a ' -: . . . . .  
renewed spirit of hopeand presently on a leave of director.. They have been 
confidence," he said of the absence from his position as touring, the United States 
meetings. I think there is a much rice'-principal of F.H. and Canada for two years. Collins Secondary School in It will be interesting to see 35 TEAL STREET 95 OMINECA STREET 
clearer picture that we are Whitehorse. what they are doing with Neat four bedroom homehasa New hot waft:" tank, new fuel 
able to compete" with the this strong material. ' lot of new panelling. New tank and plqv,bing fixtures in 
ceiling tile in living room. bathroom ant kitchen. Fenced Communist world. Western. 'Marg Gibson, Chairman 
shortcomings, he added, are of the Kitimat School Board, Everyone is welcome to Good location. Treed lot on backyard any new shingles o~. 
~-t~msitory. told the Herald that the vice- come and see the group quiet street, roof. Lai'ge carport and. paved:. 
' After,.;. his brief o~ulng principal was Chosen from a ~ in Kitimat "at'tht~ Cor- s37,00o.00 driveway. Wall to wall shag 
morant School Gymon May carpet In living area. 
statement, Carter told -his . 'short:list' of f ive qualified 19, next Thursday, and their Fireplace. S29,900.00.. 
first questioner that Israel applicants, second will be the next night DROP IN FOR A FREE CAT kLOGUE . 
should accept a Palestinian "Mr. homeland, b/~t he did not Heron has also in Terrace at the Alliance 330 CITY CENTRE,  K IT IMA r; s .c .  
define where such a taught in England, Africa Church, 4932 Agar Avenue. 
homeland would exist, and SaskatchewatL" she Both performances begin at H.J. (Herb) Johnston 632.2515 
He said Arab leader~, in- said, "and brings a wide 8:00 p.m. D.R. (Dave) Barclay 632.~1 
cluding Syrian P]~esident range of administrative K.D. (Kay) Schooley 632416~ 
Hafez Assad whom he met experience to our district." R;E. (Ed) Scaife, , 632-6092 
in Geneva on Monday, ' ' 
accepted the special aTRUCK Brelationship the U.S. holds with Israel, 
That relationship "will be  
permanent as long as I am 
president," Carter stated. 
His policy toward Israel has 
been questioned by the " O  A R S 
Jerusalem government' in
recent days and  Carter 1975 Granada SPECIAL 1976 F I00  s )EC IAL  
seemed eager to assure the 
Jewish state of his support. 2 Door, VB, Automatic V8 Automatic 
He said he would not : Bucket Seats ~4/39500 Power steering, Power brakes t~/69~ (N) 
S::)ECIAL 
recognize the Pa!estine 1972 Buick SPECIAL  1974 F250 
Liberation Organization so *1 ,y95  N 
long as the group sti l l  2 Door Hardtop ,1 4Spd., V6 Radio 
refuses to accept the right'of Stereo tape, Power Windows I(J~OO 1974 P|nto Squire PECIAL  
Israel to exist. 
Carter also told reporters 4 cyl., 4 spd. 
that the U.S. will continue to ~i~/795OO 
supply arms to Israel, but be PECIAL ' ~ 6.' 
has "improved hopes" of  3/195eo 
helping to arrange a Middle 
East settlement after his . ~t~,Y~.1~ ~ ; '  ~"~ 
Vance's talk with Israeli Par  rLTD. 
Foreign Minister Yigal 
A.on. " rice Centre - Kitimat ~ " ~  ~ ~  The president said the 
commiment bythe 'allies to Irts Sales ~ ~- '~ let 
the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization was renewed 182 j S 181 632-6 at the London meetings and ~ 
an agreement was reached 
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Business spot l ight .  BANKS WORSENIN G INFLATION 
No longer necessary SHOULD No confidence in $'s 
MONTREAb'(CP) -- "Larger places like New. the m.osL. !u.craUve par..L_Oef EASE • OTTAWA (CP) - -  time since the 1974-75 gained momentum in the jobs are plentiful was the 
The bovell Montreal City York City have stopped me pnnnsnmg nuu~u ~mc Directory, since 1842 con- because the cost of pro- great-grandfather John O'L~AWA (C~) ' The ,  Consumers are growing recession. The unem- early part of 1977 and in- lowest since the third 
increasingly uncertain ployment rate has risen dications are that the rate of. quarter of i971. And the 
sidered by many duction is too great. Lovell first published it. federal government was about he national economy' sharply and now is more growth in output this year number who expected in- 
. businessmen, residents and "Because of the.changing For six generations the di- asked Thursday by a and the belief that inflation than eight per cent of the will be lower than that flation to worsen was at the 
visitors as an indispensable nature of business, there is rector~ has bey. n a lime Progressive Conservative will worsen during the next work force and inflation has achieved in 1976," the. highest level since the third 
information guide to no money in (publishing) capsule ot p laces ana MP to persuade ba~s to few months now is been rising at more than a Conference Board says. quarter of 1975---wh6n man- 
Canada s largest city, ap- the city directory. Why people, f i l led with city lower their interest rates on widespread, the Conference 10-per-cent annual rate. datory wage and  price 
rs headed for extinction should we throw our money 'history, shopping advice, loans following a recent Board in Canada said " In  sum, the economy The percentage of controls were imposed by pea " • . . . .  ' ci ma sandl ists of busi- ,s, ..... as '  a after:of l~to.~tt ust because were . ty p . _ reduction in the Bank o f  Thursday. does not appear to have respondents who thought ~e government. ' 
ti:L~0r~9~t)s"m.'~iscon .' been dOing it for so many nesses and_ residents by Canada rate. . The Conference B0ard, a 
L."_"=~,=~[X~,'t=;~,.^,,:.II vears~" Lovell asked, name ana telephone " Every day the banks balk ~esearch body SUpperted by 
vresident of John Lovell and 'Wevebeenl~ettingin.~a At. .  age 10 , : .  great: at lowering their interest governments, business and CREDIT CARDS 
~ons a leading custom smaller _ana smatter granaxatner Loveu arnvea rates results in $1 million labor, said it is apparent ,  a I a l cv l  n I n I ' ass 'e  
-~,,t',.,-,,~--~lisher customer base and we're in Canada from Ireland with being taken out of the hands that Quebecers have  a u r e s  l ie .Co . \a l l  
v'~'~,'~:,l{':':~-'~,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~.,~,~nt trvine to break out of that .- . his _parents in 1820 and. tinbY of Canadians, Sinclair t~..ome .more..pes~imistic ' . 
interview that sales of the making our-publishing more. "'1835had set up a jobprm g Stevens, Conservat ive '~' :a'b~dt the economy than 
,;,h.m~,,n,~ hilin~ual diversif i~l,"... ,  i ":" ":~ ~bfficethatpubllshedvarious finance critic, said in the respondents from other 
. . . . .  • ". . . . . . . .  - . . . .  ° - -  " . . . . . . . .  ' ' If- OTTAWA (CP) -- Con- jurisdiction" ' consumers the right to take directory.-have dropped as ..Follow].ng the  .~ead m_ j ournals~ i dclu_di'_n.g the_,se.:., Commons. regsons. 
Costs increased omer Norm ,~merman nnancea ,.~terury u~,,z~,,u. Stevens noted that atleast sumer Affairs Minister The announcement by lenders to court and force 
Complied with the help of citins, t.heLovellsha.ve b en JohnLovellaisopublished one bank, the Provincial The survey of consumer Tony Abbott said Thursday Abbott, part of a list of them toprove that interest 
a computer and almost 100 in t roduc ing  smal le r ,  the Canada Directory (1851- Bank of Canada, did lower confidence was taken in he will deley irn- propesed changes in the rates on their loans are 
parttime workers, the community directories 56) and The Dominion its lending rate to13 per cent' March. It .looks a t  con- plementation of major Borro(vers and Depositors justified. He will also 
Montreal directory costs during the last few years. Directory in 1871 which from 13.5 per cent but that sumers' purchasing plans portions of a proposed Protection Bill laid before temporar i ly  withhold 
about $400,000 annually tO .The new d i rector!es ,  included information _o~ most had not followed the and expectations for their consumer credit bill until the Commons ocial affairs sections requiring all credit 
produce, he said. upaatea aria puotmnea 4,914 vmages, towns, a . tradition of reducing their own personal situation, disagreements with the committee, is designed to advertising to include a full 
For $~2, buyers get a .annually,.provide the san~,.e cite.s: .. . . .._ rates after a Bank of Can- .There is more consumer prownces ea~ be.sorted out. meet complaints from "explanation of the costs. 
twovolume, 2,750-page intormauon as czty at- ~tm operaung xrom me ada reduction. _ uncertainty now than at the An official in his depart- several provinces that the . "In ~ese.c.ases .there .wfl'l 
almanacnof city in- rectories with additional original store site in Old R o b e r t K a p I a n,  end of 1976 or at this time a merit said it was the first federal bill will create De mrmer discuss|ons w~m 
formation ~J,ating 62,943 sections designed to meet Montreal, Love ll's over the parliamentary secretary to ~rear ago, the. survey found, time such an approach ad duplicate and sometimes .the provinces with a view of 
businesses and 445,119 in- local market needs, years has introaucea sweet- Finance Minister Donald There are several reasons been taken in federal contradictory legislation in finding arrangements by 
dividuais. Although half the corn- address directories, a Macdonald, said the public for this, the survey found. 'legislation and represented several areas - . which both federal and 
Abbott 01d the committee "We are the largest :ityin ~any'~ work is ~ cu.s. tom nnmerical phone index, city has a free choice and should Real economic growth "a whole new approach to " " provincial laws dealing with 
North America publi-' dnga ~rinti ~g, the Montreat mapsanapecKet~ooKsweer bo row from. banks with declined in the final three trying to get into a field he will delay proclaiming credit can be meshed 
city directory," Love said. ~ireeb ry has for years been guides for tourists, lower interest rates. • months of 1976 for the first, where there is a shared sections of the bill giving rationally," ' 
Not exactly as 
ADMIRAL Admiral Easy-Cooking Features i. ;. .., • ' .,'. 
NoW! Full size family meals 
in as I ttle aS: 
ONE QUARTER the Conventional 
cooking time 
,Var iab le  Cook Cycle 65 to 675 '';~ . W!atts 
, Variable Defrost Control Cycle 
, Automatic Rotary 42 min. timer control 
,1 .2  cu. ft. oven - one of the largest 
, Admiral ?AicroRange Cookbook 
SPEOIAL 
:': Reg la u r - $719 9s 
with browning tray 
NOW 
ONLY s599 
CHARGE IT I 
CHARGEX 
